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. ' federAl regulations set minimum requirements tf.t you mbst,meet before yoti can (-Ise certain pasticides... ,

This program cOntains the praaical infotmation +deneed to prepare4ou to meet most ofjthese reqy,ire-
ments. It does not include- all the things you nekd to linow about We pests you wisecicpntrol. It may not

include all the information yoemay be required to knots/ to'meet youraState reqUireinents.:our Stow' '
a°Pesticide Regufatory Agency and your State Extf ension Sen,Ace can give yot1,4his additional inforrfration.* , . k ., . 4* r . 1,-. 41This progran will teacPyOu:

me features of common pests, how they develop, and 41\4pidsbfdamage theildo, ,-ethods yOu can use to control pests,

h w pesticides work,
,

e h w pesticide labels can help you,
,

h w tO use pesticides so they will not harm,you or the environment,i
h w to choose, use, and care for some equipment, and.'

,..

t e Federal laws that apply to your use of pesticides.

INSTRUC RYNS rOR USING THIS LEARNING PROGRAk, . -
;The Learni 9 Program you will be working with is a new kind of training method called Programmed,
Instruction. The program is laid out in a different way from mostOf the training materials You have used iriN

I 1.,1' .

First, answer. as best you can the questions on the pre test et.the beginning,of eel? Chapter,. before you
begin that hapter. 'Don't worry, you are not expected to knOW all of the. answers. Then proceed to.the

i -4? 'Learning Pr rant portion of each Chapter. ., I. ., /, .
.1- .

I 1In ,each Learning Prograrfi, you will be given a small piece of informairon a`nd then asked "to,ansWer a
a.

questAn in Writing. Thf answer to each question is provided next-to the next frame.- his means4at, afterT '-

you have written your response to each question, you must look below or turn the psoe to find out if 9oki
o _

k. /were correct.
a I ,.

Before starting the Learning Program, take a piece of paper, and fold it lengthwise, just wide enough tO
..cover the answer colurhn. As you complete ,each frame, slide the Paper dOwh and check your answer. N. ., .., '

thepast.
;

When you finish all frames of each Chapter, comdlete the post test in the back of each Chapter.
a ,

BEFeREYOU BEGIN!

In order to experience the moSi leariiing from this type of instruction, yoU Should do five things
C.Read very carefully., '

Write'the answer as it ii-called for. Don't)nerely answer it in your mind.

Check each answer 'or. response as soon as you've.written it. This is why the Correct responses
are provided. C

. .

If yOU find that your response was not Correct, figure out why it is wrong. You mayi:gread the
frame.or turn back to earlier frames. Don't go forward in the pr gram until you oderstand the
correct answer. .

When yqu know, why your answer was wrong, go back and ange your answer. Cross out your
eariier response and wri In the right one.'



CHAPTER 1

PEgfS AND pqr CONTROL

41.

,

PRE TEST

Answe4 the.folloWing queskions true dr fake:,

1. Fuhgi, nematodes*, Viruses and bacteria may cause plank diseases.

A. true
B. Jalse

. Air.pollution may cause plant disease.

-A. frue
ic false

^

3. Annual weeds produce seed in the second oar of growth.

A. trtie '
B. false

,

4. A corn plant growing in a tobacco field can be called
!

A. true
B. false

,

+.

a weed.

If pests arepresent fheY should-he killed whether or nut they are causing any damage.
:-A: true

B. falte'

6. Frogs might be considewel 'is osts...

A. true
B. fake

7 . Plant diseases can be caused .lpy;I:tonil ivirib- agOtit, . - 7

i ../A. true,
false ,

8. -Spiders re not-insects.

A.
B. false

9. Most insects have the same type of mouth parts.

A -
A. true
B. false

10. Any plant can be a weed.

A, true
B. false 1



t

'-11. Incomplete development of a plant's floWers.can be an indicatio f plant discdse:

A. true ,

B. false

Answer the following multiple chOice questions:

-12. The anifnal shown here:

A: is an insect.
B. is a mite.
C. ; Both of these.

13. If you are trying-to tell one insect from another, the most important things

A. wings and mouth parts.
B. size and shApe.
C. r and body markings.
D. legs and aiidoinen.

14. InseCt pests can:

A. ;feed on and tunnel in roots.
B.; carry plant disease agents.
C. feed on and in seeds'anchiuts.
D. .?1/4II Ifathese:'

15. Which of these are posSible pests?

,

A. dogs.
B. weeds.
C. viruses.
D. All of these.

16. What do you call plants that live for 2 Ifers?

A. annuals.
B. perennials.
C. biennials. .
Dt winter annuals.

17. A tree is an example of:

A. a'n annual.
B.- a biennfal.
C. a pdennial,.
D. a semi-annual.

1-2
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18: Match e following:

A. °F ngi:s 1.

B. ematode: 2.

C. acteria:, ' 3.
D. VirUsps: 4.

19. Match the following:

A. Summer annual: 1.

B. Winter annuei: 2.

9; Biennial: 3,

D. Perennial: 4.

Cause rots and scabs.,
Caute blights, wilts and scabs.
Cause mosaic disease..

Cause root cysts and knots.

;
a .

Sprouts in the spring aricilivbs for year or less.
a

Sprouts in the fall and lives for year Or less. °
l'ives though iwo (2) grOwing seasons.
Lives forseveral years or indefinitely.

Aravir the following questions hy filling in the blanks:

-20. Name five (5) techniques of pest control without using pesticides:

A. Plant'
. .

Management.B. Use good

C. Destroy residues.,

D. Clean and cultivation.
( E. Encourage pests natural

resistant varieties.

21. Insects have legs.

22. Insect bodies have regions.

23. A I s a plant out .of place.

24. Spiders have legs:

- 25., Winter annuals sprout in the

1-3



/CHAPTER 1

PESTS 4ND PEST CONTROL'

LEARNING PR9GRAM;

When Pe Ople.think,of pest control the first thing thZlt.entets their m ds 15

killing pests with Oesticides..Whik pestioide..art anImportant.p.ariin the,
.pest 'control process, they are by iio.fneans the'whole story. InAfact, the ''
use of chemicals may, in somecases,,I3Othe least preferable choict:' 'Several

steps must be taken before this Poiht is reached..

pelts, andThis unirwill cover; (1) what is a pest, (2),I)o,w to ,cecognize
what steps can be taken to c'dntrol pests.

GO ON TO THE KIEXT FI3AME

3(

WHAT IS A PEST.?

2.
. .

.

.

A pest is something that ithre4tens crops, livestock or other 'products. This
may be.some plant, animal, or disease that is producing the threat. ;A

kpest would be something that:

A. Damages crops

B. Harms doirkestic animals.
C. Takes up food and space neeaed by crops.

, D. All of these.

-/
.

'Blackbirds may eat animal feed. Could blackbirds be considered s pest?

(yes/no)
4

. Weeds may take up food, water and space needed by crops.

Weeds (are/are not) pests.
.

5.

6.

Plant disease agents need not 1:i,e living,things;

For example, frost may kill tomato plants.

Could frost be considered) disease agent of tomatoes? (yes/no)

Which of the following might be done by a pest?

Qamage fruit (.yes/noj"

Preveht plants from maturing (yes/no)

:Spread disease (yes/no)
.

Injure livestock (yes/no).

oar

,



RECOGNIZING PESTS

a
7. Each wpe of pest that may be causing problems requires-specific control

methods.

Could one control method vork on all,pests? (yes/no)

, 0 ,

B. A treatifidnt of Pbtatoes with an insecticide should be designed to kill:
d

---.....A., All insects. ..-------..
B. Just the insects that are damaging-the potatoes. ,

9. Even pests that may look alike may not be controlled by_ the same pesti-
,z' cide.

-
--f. . .

:To the untrained eye, bugs and beetles may look alike. However, an insec-
t,- .ticide that works on beetles: - . ..

A. Must work well for bugs.
B. May not work-at all on 6ugs.

10. TherefOre,p Ord you can control pests yqu must:

A. Eiuy the right insecticide. ,

B. Recognize the-pest.

*.

11: You examine young corn plants and find damaged leaves. You should:

A. Fincl the pt causing the trouble.
Start some type of, treatment immediately before the
destroyed.

r

I

12. Pests Can be put into 4 Main groups: )

4knsects (and mites, ticks and spiders).

Pest animals.

eeds
'

Plant 4isease agents.

We will consider the insects first. Insects arelound in a variety of sizes,
Ashapes, colors, etc. But they all love.efreing in common. The adult

insect has six, legs.

A millipede is a srnall worm-shaped creature wh name means "thousand
legs". A millipede( (is/is not) an insect.

1.

1-6



13. Which of these is an inseci?

A..

-- -14.

4

Spiders, mites and ticks are similar to insects, but they have:

A. Six (6) legs.

a. Eight.(8) legs.

Spider

15. Spiders (are/are nat) insects.
#

16. You find something crawling on your dog ihat loo:*s-tike a swell. flat,
brown bug. It.has eight (E legs. It is:

A. An insect.
B. A tick.

1-7



7
17. The adult, insect has three (3) body regions,

ABDOMEN

r 1040,
- THORAX

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

11EAD

_

18. Mites, ticks and spiders 'have bodies different than insects. They do not
have wings. (,-N. '

_ f ..

ireftkv,

AiDOMEH
HEAD

fr

or'

In addition, the bodies Of mites, ticks and spiders are divided into
body regions Instead .of three (3).

. ,

19. An nsect Alas legs and
regions.

body.

.1

,

20. Once you have recognized a pesvas an insect, the ,
4144,next step is ko.find out the type of insect. One of

the most ,distinctiVe 'things about insetts is their
wings:

Some.insects have no wings. Others hae two (2)
or four (4) wings. The wings may vary in shape, 4

size, thickness and structure. If You were attempt- /
ing, to 'identify an. insect, what, would you check
first?

A. Its wings.
B, Its color.

ItS shape.
v

1-8
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21. Insects feed in cjifferent ways. Those witl;Achewing mouth pais bite and
tear food. Syne insecti have king beaks that r4n steck out fluids or blood.

Therefore 'examining ichoose. one: (color/mouthparts)) is ,irnportant in
r' 'helping you identify insects..

22. Check thp two (2) .most important things you should look at when ideki-
fyi * insects: .1

Size

Shape

4 Wings

Antennae

MOuth Parts ,

2 What two (2) things can help you identify insects?

1.

.2.

24. The next grour5 of pests are pest animals such as fish, snakes,*tUrtles,
r4

alligators, frogs, toads, salamanders ald birds.

.However, for an animal to be a pest it musyhreaten man in some way. An
animal that is a pest in one location may not.be a pest in another. location.

FOr example, a Coyote that kills sheep (is/is not) a pest.

25. , A coybte located where there is replivestock, and only feids on crop-
destrOying iodenti (is is not) a pest.

-

26.- Which of these is an animal pest?/

rA''tp _at destroy gai-ne fis'fi eggs.

B. Car that are used for food.

27. What determines if'an animal is a pest?
.)

A. Where it is and what it is doing.

B. WhIttype of animal it is.

.

A third type of pest is the weed.

A weed is simply a, plant:that is out of placegrowing where we do not
). want it togrow.. *

; 9
%

For example, :grass growing in a corn field'' is considered
,



29. Any plant can be a weed. In fact:some weeds ark-cultivated plants. An
example of this is corn.

Corn is:

A, A weed.
B. A weed only if it is grbwing where we do not want'it.

30. Which of these is a weed?

A. Corn grown for food.
B. Corn growing in the mi die of a soybean field.

31. Before you can control weeds you need to know how they grow. Many
weeds live only one (1) yeari, These grow from a seed, mature, produce
more'seeds, and then die before the year ends.-.. \_.......l'\ P nts that live only one (1) year or less are called annuals. Which of these
is a annual?

A. Crabgiass that dies after producing seed.
B. An bak tree.

32. An annual is a plant that lives one (1) _or less.
4!

33. A suwner annual grows from a seed that sprouts in the spring and lives
through the summer...

, .,.."
kmiipter annual grows from a seed that sprouts in the fall and lives

Athrough the winter.

Wheat-that sprouts in the fall is a . annual.

Wheat that sprouts in the spring is a annual.

-34. Which of these lives longer than a year?

A. Winter annual.
B. Summer afinual.
C. Neither one.

"Br means two (2). A biennial plant is one that lives for:35t.
g

A. One (1) year.
B. Two (2) years.

1-10
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36.. A biennial plant grows fror n a seed and deve'lopsâ heavy root the first
'year.eThis 'allows the plant to survive one (1) 'winter. Th.e biennial then
produces,seedsduring the second year and dies.

4
hullthistle it a- heavy-rooted plant that suryives one (1) winter and.twO
growing seasons. A bullthistle is:

,-

A. A biennial.
An annual.

37. The winter annual alSei lives through a winter, but it has only one (1)
- growing season. The bullthistle can live for seasons.

38. Some plants can live 4or more than two (2) seasons, and may even live
indefinitely...These plants are callecrperennials.

An oak tree is:

A. An annual.
B. `A biennial.
C. A perennial.

39. Even though the leaves and stems die every year, plants such as the tulip
live through the winter aibulbs. A tulip can live for many years.

A tUlip is: y

A. Xn annual.
B. A biennial.
C. A perennial.

40. Match the following:

A. Sprouts in the fall and lives for 1. Perennial

one growing season: 2. Biennial

B. Sprouts in the spring and' dies
before winter:

3. Winter
annual

C. Lives for 2 years: 4. Summer

D. Lives for several years: annual

41. An annual weed lives for how long?

A biennial weed lives for how long?

A perennial weed lives for how long?

1 4
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42. The fourth group of pests are plant diseases.

A plant disease is a harmful condition-that makes a giant different than anormal plant.

Which of these is a diseased plant?

43. Plants react to disease agents in a variety of ways. Some of these are:

Galls, swellings, and leaf Curls.
Stuhting; lack of green color, and incomplete development of
parts.

Blights, leaf spots', wilting, and cankers.

A plant fails to develoA fruit. Could this be due to.a dfsease'agent? (yes/no)\

44. Which of these is the result of disease?

A. Stunting.
B. Lack of green color.
t. Incomplete development of plant parts.
D. All of these.

45. Plant diseases can be caused by living or non-living agents. Non-living plant
disease agents are such things as frost, air pollution, drought, etc.

Lack of water will cause a plant to witt. Does lack of water cause aplant
disease? (yes/no)

46. A crop damaging frost would be an example of:

A. A living plant disease agent.
B. A non-living plant disease agent.

Nther of these.
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47 . A plant is d TOW by. fr.ost. A plealthy-prant is

healthy pl t pick up this diseak? (yes/no)
,

48. Disea .ciusectAby nOn-living agents (

pta to anot11441-- 7
/

/
? /

49 . hAost coMmon hp (4) type 1/of living agents that can cause plant

disease aie:' ' :44'.,.
.;,.. s. ,

...:'Fkingig ".

. . Bacttila.
. Vifitit.s.

Natodes.
/

GO ON T E NEXT.
/ ,, ". /

50, Fungi ar /nOn-gredh pfants.
' .,...

!anted bext to it. Can the

nilannot) be passed from one

AME

'"IP.W,216.1r

.....31010.1"4

,00010102111-
...11 P4 4e"A=

(. --40 J. No .'

.4

-

S.e

Fubgi/damage the plant when it grows on the plant. This can appelis
stios or rots.

/A plant shows signs of rot. It has been infected with what disease agent?

51 Bacterit are also living disease agents.

Bacteria are microscopicone-celled plants. They cause blights, wilts and

- scabs.

Match the following:

A. Bacterial diseases:

B. Fungal diseases:

1. Rots or scabs.

2. . Blights, wilts or scabs.



4

t

52. Viruses are extremely tiny p rticles that can reprogáee like...other Jiving
thi'ings. They causen1osilic dis se.

The tobacco mosaic disease, is saused by'.

A. Viruses,
B. Bacteria.
C. Fungi. .

5 other disease causing agents re nematodes (pronounced nem-a-toads).
ci-tkese are tiny roundwOrms tha e in plant cootl.

1,:q1

,

, ip

,we 0: A-
4 I)

),

Which of the following disease gents is an animal? "I.

A. Fungi. B. Nerpatodes. C.: Viruses. I

54. Nematodes may live in plant roots and cause root knots ,and cysts.

Match the following:

A. Fungi: 1. Blights, wilts or scabs.
B. Bacteria: 2. Mosaic disease.
C.

.
Viruses: I 3. Root knots and cysts.

D. Nemaeodes: ,4. Rot or scabs.

55. Living disease agents can be spread from one plant to another. For
example, if a healthy plant is growing near one with a blight, the healthy
plant (can/cannot) get the blight from the diseased plant.

56. Which plant disease agent can be spread, from plant to plant. Diseasescaused by:

A. Living agents.
B. Non-living agents.
C. Both of these.

1 7
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PEST CONTROL

57. Once the pest has been ickentified, -specific sontrol measures can be ap-
,-

, plied.

However, just because a pest is present is no justification for using pest,
control methods. Pest control is necessary onl when the pest is causing

moredamage than is reasonable to accept.

Pest control methods are necessary when:

A. A pest is present.
B. ,The pest is causing some damage.

The pest is causing too much damage.

,

58. 'When pest cOntrol is needed, you may not want; o use pesticides. Using
pesticides is only dne of many.ways to'control pest

-

Another way to control pests is to plant pest resi tent varieties Of plants.

For example, some strains of tomatO plants are re istant to blight disease.
If blight disease is a problem you should use:

A. Pesticides.

B. Blight resistant plants.
'

(
t

59. A method of reducing pest problems is to"Ose
A ,tant varie9es of plants.

resip.-

The crop residues left over from last year's harvest may contain disease
agents such as fungi or bacteria.

Can crop residues help spread netts? (yes/no)

61: Another way to control pests is to, destroy crop
harvest

after

6 . Pests can be controlled by using good manure_management. Manure

management will provide some of tlae nutrients a plant needs.

'Manuremmanagement works by:

ott. Killing pests
B. Providing some of the nutrients a plant geeds for growth.

63. Another pest control method is by using good
agement.

man-



. Clean plowing and cultivation destroys weeds and crop residues.

Is dean plowing and cultivation a pest control method? (yes/no)
-OA

65. Pests have' natural enemies. For exarriple, certain wasps kill pest insects.
Should you encourage pest killing wasps to come in and kill pest insects?
(yes/go)

, 66; 4.:can kill' pests' enemies as well ps the pest themselves. You4
should not) use pesticides while pests' natural enemies, are active.

67. amefive (5) methods of pest control without using,pesticides:
, .

A. Plant pest varieties of plants.
B. Use good management.
C. '14.07stroy crop
D. Clean and .
E. Encourage use of pests' natural

REVIEW AND SUMMARY

Insects have:

A. Six (6) legs.
B. Eight (8) legs.
C. Ten (10) legs.

1-16
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69., Insect bbdie.s are divided into body regio
,

70. Spiders, ticks and mites have legs. Their boaier are

divided into regions_

71. Which of these couldbe,a pest animal?

A. Birds.

B. Frogs,

C. Mammals.

D. All of these.

72. A weedls: -

A. A type of strong rooted plant.
B:. Any plant that is growing wliere it should not.

73. An annual weed has a life of:

A. One (1) year or less.

B. Two (2) years.
C. Several years.

74. Which of these sprouts in the.fall?

A. Winter annual.
B. Summer annual.

. Biennials liye for years.

76. Which of these is the lon)Ist lived? 7:

A. Summer annuals.

B. Biennials.
C. Perennials. tz,r4,

77. Plant diseases can be caused by:

A. Living agents.

B. Non-living agents.

C.
A Both of these.

78. An example of non-living disease agent is:

A. Frost.

B. Nematodes.

C. Both of these.

1-17
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79. Match these:

A, Fungi:
1 Mosaics.

8.4 Bacteria: 2 Scabs and rot.
C. Viruses: 3. Blights, wilts and scabs.
D. 4. Nematodes: 4..4 Root knots and cysts.

8 9. Which of these is a pjantreaction to sease agents?

A. Galls. 411.

B. Lack of green'color.
C. Incomplete development of parts,
D. All of these.

AT.

81. Name five (5) methods of pest control other than using pesticides:

A. Plant pest yarieties.
B. Destroy crop
C. Use good management.
D. Clean and .
E. Encourage use of pests' natural

You have just completed Chapter 1, Pests and Pest Control. Nog-complete the
Post Test found in the back of this Chapter.

2 1
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PESTS AND PEST CONTROL
\

POST TEST

Answerthe following questions true or false:

1. Fungi, nematodes, viruses and bacteria may cause plant diseases.

A. true
B. false

a

2. Air poHution may cause plant disease:

A. true
B. false tb..

3. Annual weeds produce seed in t e seco nd year of growth.

A. true
B. false

4. ,h.cárn plant growing in a tobacco field can be called a weed.

A. true
B. false

5. If pests are present they should be killed whether or not they are causing an/l dama

A. true
B. false

6. Frogs Might be considered as pests.

A. true
B. (false'

7. Plant diseases can be caused by non-living'adents.

, A. true
B. false

8. Spiders are not insects,

A. true'
B. false r,.;

9. Most insects have the same type of mouth parts.
/I

A. true
B. false

10. Any plant can be a weed.

A. true
B. ,false

2 2
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11.! Incomplete development of a plant's-flowers can be an indication of plant disease.

A. true /
B. false'

Ansvier the folio 'ng multiple choice questions:

12. The animal s own here:

A. is an nsect.
B. is a ite.
C. Both f these.

13. If you are trying o tell one insect from anot
I

,

A. wings,and mouth parts.
B. body size and shape.
C. color and body markings..
D. legs and abdomen.

' 14. insect pests can:

A. feeii on and tunnel in roots.
B. carry plant disease agents.
C. feed on and in seeds and nuts.
D. All of these.

15. Which of these are possible pelts

A. dogs.
^ B. weeds.

C. viruses.
D. All of these.

he'rndist irnPortant tlAings to look at e the:

16. What do you call'plants that live for 2 years?

: A. anndals.
B. perennials.
C. biennials.
D. winter annuals.

17. A tree is an exaniple of:

A. an annual.
B. a biennial.
C. a perennial.
D. a semi-annual.

23
4.
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18, Match the following:

A. Fungi: 1. Cause rots and scabs.

B. Nematode: 2. Cause blitts, wilts and scabs.

C. Bacteria: 3. cause mo?aic disease.

D. Viruses: , 4, Cause root cysts and, knots.

19. Match the following:

A. Summer annual: 1. Sprouts in-the spring and lives for or less.

B. Winter annual: 2.

,year

Sprouts in the fall and lives fOr year or less.

C. Biennial: 3. Lives through two (2)'giowing seasons.

120, Perennial:. 4: Lives for several years Or indefinitely.

4 I

Answer the follOwing questions by filling in the blanks: wszooN,

20. Name five (5) techniques of pest control without using pestrcides.:

A. Plant

B. Use goOd

D.

E.

resistant'varieties.
management.

l/estroy, residues.

Clean and cultivation.
Encouyage pests natural

21. Insects have

22. Insect bodies have

23. A

legs.

regions.

it a plant out of place.

24. Spiders have
'14

25. Winter annu1s

2 4
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'CHAPTER 2

PESTICIDES

PRE TEST

Ansvyer the following questions true or false:

1. A pest ittractant is classified as a pesticide.

A. true
EY. falte

2. Plant growth regulators can both speed up andslow doWn plant growth,

A. true
B. false

3. A translocated herbicide must contact the Whole plant in order to kill it.

A. true ,

B. false

4. A foliar pesticiA treatment is maçiç to the leaves of plants.
-

A. true
&to

B. false

5. A defoliant c9n be used as a harvest aid,.

A. true
B. false

6. A chemical that kills most animals coming in contact with it is

A. true
B. false

7. A dip is like a pesticide bath.

A. true
B. false

8. Arv ultOpvit, volume solution may be 10094 pesticide.
-

'trui
B. false

highly selective.

9. Wettable poviders dissolve in water the same way sugar or salt does.

A. true

B. false

10. Liquefied gases are used as fumidants.

A. true
B. false

2-1
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Answei the following multiple choice questions,:

11, Preemergence reiers to the time:

P. just beford crOpt are planted.
B. after crops have been planted, Gut before plants or Weeds emerge.;C. aftercrops and weedsgemerge from the ground but before harvest.

12. Mites are killed by:

A. insecticides.
B. miticides.

,r C. acaricides.
13., All of these.

e

arititranspirant is designed to:

A. kilt plants.
, B. kill orily,certain:weeds.

C. make plants droRtheir leaves,by drying them od
D. prevent water loss by Coating plant leaves. .

14. A pitticide'would, be used to'kill:

A. "trash",fish.
B. 'blackbirds.
C. hematodet.
D. pickle worms.

15. Slugs and snails are chemically controlled by:

A. `avicides.
B. Icariciddok,

V.

rnollulcicides..
D. predacides:

'If. Which of these will kill some kinds of plants and cause little or rip injury to others?1.

.4;

4-A. translo ted hqrbicide.
B4opelepti ,,hirbOide..,

C....COiltec:t tierbicide.
0, nort4lective herbibido.

. , :;ii::: '
17. ,cysterrija, ,'q'J , .&i,

i:. .

4. -A7.441,4 cts fegeding on the tap of plants treated vidth the chemical.Bk kill pot.
.

C. kill when inhaled by pest animals.
D. kill we'd plants when it entert through the plant roots.

ile18. Wh pesticide application method is shown in this Picture?

A. band.
B. directed.
C. soil incorporation.
D. sidedress..

`G 6
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19. A spray that kills insects when they touch it is called:

A. a contact insecticide.
B. aitomach poison.
C. a fumigant.
D. a desiccant.

--

20. What pesticide application method is' shown-here?

21.

A. broadcast'.

B. drench.
C. band.
D. in-furrow.

a

Match the following:
r '

A. Drench: 1. Uniform application td an area.

B. Sidedress: 2. Poured on back of livestock,.

C. Spot treatment: 3. Application along side of crop row.

D. In-furrow: 4. Either saturation of soiLwith pesticide or application of liquid,pesti

E. Directed: cide to mouth of animal.

F. Pour-on: 5. Application over top of growing árop.

G. Broadcast: 6. Applipation in the furrow of planted crops,
7.Overtheztop: Aim pesticide at part of plant or animal.

8. Application of pesticide to small area:

22. Match the following:

A.
B.

Dusts: 1.- Used to mist inside of barn.
Inert ingredient might be corn.Granules: 2.

, C. ' Wettable powders: 3. Must be constantly agitated in spraylank to keep stispension

Soluble powders: 4.D. Liquid fortpulatiOn that forms an emulsion in water.

E. Baits: 5. Liquid forrnulation that forms a suspension in water.

F. Emillsifiable concentrate: 6. Dry formulation that dissolves water. .

G. Solutions: 7:

,in

Liquid formulation that can be used straight f! cm the can

H. Flowables: on livestock..

I. Aerosols: Dry formulation made with fine pamder as inert ingredient.08.

9. Dry formulation made with coarse particles.

23. Fill i'n the blanks:

ingredientV+ ingredizts = pesticide formulation.



C-1:11\!TER

PESTC IDES

LEARNING PROGRAM,

1: Wheri...non-chkmical methods fail to control pests, and Mien pests are

doing an'Onacceozable amount of datpage, then iiesticides should be used.

This chapter will.cosver types of pesticides and.how they Work.

GO ON TQ THE NEXT FRAME

2. "Cide" means killing. A 'homicide involves the

person.

of a

Roughly speaking, the ,word "pestick/e" refers to the
<

of pests. o

oo

4. Pesticides are chemicals used to cOntrol pests. This may involve killing
theni? Because cif Government regulations, the following are also classed as

pesticides:

Chemicals used t o attract or repel pest
Chemicals used to regulate plant growth.
Chemicals used to remove plant leaves.
Chemicals used to coat plant leaves.

_

A chemical used to make plants drop their leaves (is/is' itY classified as a

pesticide.

An attractant is a pesticide that is used to
sible so that they can be destroyed or captured).

A repellant is a 'pesticide that keeps away.

pests (pos-

6. Foliage refers to plar leaves.

A defoliant is a pesticide that makes Wants:

A. Grow bigger.
B. Drop their leaves.0

. 2-5



7. A desiccant acts to kil It makes plants dry u his:

A. Increases plant foliage.
B. Destroys the plant's leaves and stenit---

8. J Desiccants and defoliants are not always used on pest plants. They can be
to remove leaves and stems to aid in the harvesting of crops such as

potatoes, so d cotton. The cotton shown in which picture would
be easier to harvest?

9. A plant growth regulator is another chemical clas=
sified as a pesticide, even though. it may not be
used on pest plants. This chemical can speed up,
slow down, stop, or otherwise change normal plant

\ functioning.

If you wanted to speed up the growth of seedlings
you would use a:

\ A
11. Plant growth regulator.

\B. Desiccant or defoliant.
C. Both of these.

4

10. When' humani lose moisture through the pores in their skin, it is'called
perspiration.

Plants lose water through pores in their leaves. This is called transpiration. .

If plant leaves were coa\ed so that these pores were covered, transpiration
.would(increaseklecrease)

_

11. An antittanspirant is a 'ohemi al that coats plant-leaves. This (increases/
reduces) water loss.

2 9
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12. Again, because of their chemical nature, antitranspirants
pesticides.

The purpose of antitranspirants is to:

A. Lower water Id,ss ffom transpiration.
B. Kill'plants.

are classified as

1 . Which of these is classified as a pesticide?

A. Plant growth regulatow
. Pest attractants and repellents.

C. Antitranspirants.
D. All of these.

14. Match these:

A. Attractant:
a. Repellant:
C. Desiccant and defoliant:
D. Plant growth regulator:
E. Antitranspirant:

-N

1. Used to remove leaves
and stems. ,

2. Changes the rate of
plant growth.

3. Keeps pests away.

4. Reduces plant water
loss.

5. Lures pests. ,

15. Some pesticides act in such a way that they wilt kilt a large variety of
plants or animals. These are non-selective pesticides.

Other pesticides are selectivethey. kill only specific types of plants or &

animals. -

A pesticide that kills grass but not corn is (selective/non-selecr).

16.- A chemical that kills most animals coming in contact with it is a (selec-

tive/non-selective) pesticide.

Exhibit I in the back of this chapter lists different types of pesticide
what they control.

Read them through before answering the following questions.

Refer back to the Exhibit to help you find the correct answers.

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

and

18. Whith p icide,would be used to control fungus?

dde.
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1,9. Which pesticide would be used to control small rodents such as rats or
mice?

cide.

.20.: The word "herb" refers to plants. What pesticide would Ilso used4o .kill
plants?

The word "avis" means birdin Latin;

An avicide would be used to control:

A. Blackbirds.
B. Spiders.
C. Rats.
D. Ail of. these.

e22. Mollusks are animals like snails, slugs, claims, etc.
(

To kill land snails that may be damaging melons you would use a ;

-
23. According tO Exhibit-I, what type Of pesticide would be used on mites,

ticks and spiders:t, ,"'

24. Actually, miteS., ticks and spiders are closely related to, insects. Check'
Exhibit I again.

Can-some insecticides be used on mites, ticks and spiders? (yes/no)

25. Which of these could be used on mites?

A. .'Miticide.
B. Insecticide.
C. Acaricide.
D. All of theSe.

26.. ilPiscus" in Latin means fish.
9

Which pesticide could be used on pest fish?

31-
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27. Match the following':
'

A.. .Miticide: 1 Controls nematodes.

B. Niatnaticisie:. COntrols predators or other pest

C. Bactericide: animals.

D. Predacide 3. Controls bacteria.c
4. Controls mites,

4

HOW PESTICIDES WORK

28: Pesticides- work in a variety of ways:-One type of pesticide works on
contact It kills the pest when the pest touches the pesticide.

Another type of pesticide works when
poison.

A bait for killing rats is:

A contact pesticide.
B. A stomach poison.

it Is swallowed. This, is a stomach

29. A pesticide used tO.killitrawling insects would more likely be:

A. A contact pesticide.
B. Aistoinach poison.

30. A systemic is a pesticide that is fed into a plant's or animal's sIstem.

The systemic pesticide makes the blood or sap poisonous to the pest
feeding on it.

The systemic pesticide must be (selective/non-selective).

31. A Plant is treated with a chemical that makes its sap poisonous to insects

feeding on its leaves and stems. This is an example of a:

A. Systemic pesticide.

B. Contact pesticide.

32. "Trans" means to "move". The word "translocated" means to "move
location". Some herbicides enter the plant through one part and spread
through the whole plant. This entry might come by way of the leaves,
roots, o'l'some other part of the plant.

These are called translocated herbicides.

A translocated herbicide:

A. Stays in one part of the plant.
B. Moves throughout the plant...

2-9
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33. A translocated herbicide:

A. Must contact the whole plant to kill it. .

Need only contact part of the plant to kill,it.

34. A fumigant is a pesticide that turns to a gas before it kills pests.

A furnigant works:

A: Only if it is eaten.
B. When it is inhaled or absorbed.'

35. Match

A..
B.

these:

Contacts: 1. Kills pests feeding on sap made
poisonous.

. /14
Stomach
poiwns: 2. _ Is absorbed on plant leaves 'and

C. Translocated travels to other plant parts.
herbiCides: 3. Turns to a gas.

D. Fumigants- 4. Mifsi-le-eet.en to kill.
E. . Systemics: 5. Kills when pest touches it.

WHEN 10 USE PESTICIDES

36. There are different times in a growing season when peticides are to be
applied.

F9r control of some summer annual weeds, a field should ,be treated
before planting the crop.

GO ON TO THE NEXT.FRAME

37. "Pre" means "before". Using a pesticide gt preplanting meain that the
%pesticide is used plantin'g.;

38. Preemergence is when a pesticide is used (before/after) plants and weeds
appear.

39. "Post" means "after".

Match these: ,

1. Use after c s and Wieds have
A. Preplant: emerged.
B. Preemergence: 2. Use before cropi or weeds have
C. Postemergence: emerged.

3. Use before crop has been
planted.

33
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HOW TO USE PESTICIDES
4 ,

40. Exhibit 21n the back of thit Chapter lists some of the ways pesticides can

be applied.

Read these over and answer the folloWing questions. Refer back to Exhibit
2 when necessary.

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

41. What applica-
tio'n method
is shown in
tile picture
below?

A. Band.
B. Broad-

cast.

C. Pour
on.

42., Broadcast application would be directed fo:

A. Specific plants.
B. Coverim an acre uniformly.
C. Cpvering only a row of plants.

43. Cattle can be immersed in a pesticide bath to kill mites or ticks. This
method is called:

A.r Sidedress.

B. Dip.
C. Spot treatment.

44. Pouring a pesticide along the midline of the backs of cattle is called:

A. Pour on.
B. Foliar. ,

C. Drench.

45. The picture here shows what application
method?

A. Directed.'
B. In-furrow.

Sided .ress.

.6



46. Spraying a pesticide on top of a growing plant is called:

A. Drench.
B. Over;the-top.

47. The picture shows:

A. Spot treatment.
Drench,

C. Broadcast soil incorporation.

Drench application of a pesticide could refer to two (2) different situa-
tions. Check Exhibit 2 again. .

Drench application means:

A. Saturating or soaking the soil with pesticidth-
B. , Tre4ing an animal by mouth wiih liquid pesticide.
C. Botñ of these.

,

49. What is the application along the sicke of a crop row called?

50. _Foliage refers to the leaves of a plant.

What is the application of pesticide to the leaves of a plant called?

application.

51. An in-furrow application f pesticide is made in Or to thp
in which the plant has been planted.

52. An application of pesticide to a small area is called
treatment,

53. Match the following:

A. Dip:
B. Foliar:
C. Drench:
D. Broadcast:
E. Sided ress :

_ F. Pour on:

.2-12

1. Uniform application to an entire spe-
cific area.

2. Immersion or bath in the pesticide.
3. ApPlication to leaves.
4. Pouredeen back of livestock.
5. Application along side of crop row.
6. Either saturation of soil wiih pesti-

cide or applicatiori of liquid pesti-
cide to mouth of cattle.



54. Match the following:

A. :Band: -
B. Directed:
C. In-furrow:
D. Over-the-top:
E. Soil

incorporation:
F. Spot treatment:

1. Application over the top of
growing crop.
Application in the furrow in
whicha plant is planted.
Mixed with the soil.
Application to small area.
Application to. strip along row
of plants.
Aim pesticide at part of plant
or animal.

TYPES OF PESTICIDE FORMULATIONS

55. Pesticides are rarely applied full strength. Usually the pesticide is mixed
with another ingredient. ,

The chemical that does the work in a pesticide formulation is the
ingredient.

Active ingredients
(the chemicals that do the work)

. Inert ingredients
(make the product easier to apply)

Pesticide formulation

56 The inert ingredient in the formulation:

A. Kills pests.
B. Helps in applying the pesticide...

57. Fill in the blanks:

ingredients +.
pesticide formulation.

ingredients =

58. Pesticide formulations can be liquid or dry. We will consider the liquid
formulations first.

In a liquid formulation, the active ingredient is mixed with a

2- 1 3



59. One type of Iiqu formulationis the solution (S).

Solutions are ready to use straight from the container. They are often used
on livestock and in barns.

Do soldtionshave to be mixed with anything else? (yes/no).

0
60. An einulsion is a mixture of two (2) liquids; where one liquid is broken up

into tiny drops in the other liquid. An example of this is oil and water. If
soap is added to the mixture, the oil can be broken up and mixed with the
water.

Which picture sllow's an emulsion?

"c,

APIIIMMOMIIMINO
OI L

WRIER

ox Q.
.1a-

c0 0
0

Oi.
0 g

B.

01 L

DROPLETS

61. An emulsifiable concentrate (EC or E) comes in the form of an oily liquid.
Since it is concentrated, it is mixed with water to form an emulsion. This
emulsion is then applied with a sprayer.

An emulsifiable concentrate is used:

A. Mixed with water.
B. Full strength from the container.

62. A fl6Afable (F or,1..) can also be mixed with wq,ter for (Ise in a sprayer. The
flowabfeliquid forms a suspensipil in the water.

Which of these'is ready to use straight from the container:

A. Emulsifiable concentrate.
-

B. Flowable.
C. Solution.
D. All of these.

2-14
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131.

o -

The ultra low volume ;olcition (ULV) is a highlY concentrated formuld-
tion. In fact, it may contain fhe active ingredient alone. Ultra low .volutne
solutions require special equipment to apply them. .

Ultra low volume solutions, (()LV) are ' concentrated
formulationsand are applied with equipment.

.

64.

,

Aerosols (A) are low concentrate solutions, usually applied as a fine spray
or mist indoors. Some are sold in pressurized cans.

Which is a more likely application of aerosols?
.

A. Spray corn for ear worms.
B. Spray barns for flying insects.

,

65. Liquified gases turn into gases when they are used.

Liquified gases are u.sed:

A. --As fumigants.
B. As sprays.

. .

66. Whidh of the following may come in a pressurizeti containek? :
, ..-.,

A. Solution. .

B. OLiquified gas. .

C. Flowable. . . .

.

67.
.

Which of the following formulations may be active ingredient only?

A. ,Ultra low volume solutions. .. .

I_

B. Solutions.
C. Aerosols.

. p

68.

.
-.

Which of the following should be mixed with water before uiing?

A. Soluti ns. .

B. Flowab es. ,
C. Aerosols.

D. All of the e. ,

.
.

69.

.T., .:
.

Which Of these is-rdady to use from the container?
. 7

A: q) Solutions. .
. .

B..' Flowables.
Emulsifiable to centrates. ,.

D. None of these. A

2- 1 5
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, DRY FORMULATIONS

70. Dry formulations cortie in a solid, or powdery form. Sortie are made to be
mixed with water..

Dry fprmulations ate used:. .

. .
- A. Dry, aitheii come from the package.

B. Mixed wittiAater. ° ,
, ,
X'. Either dry ormixed with water.

71., busts (D) are made by'aPclirtg the active ingredient to a fine, inert, powder.
The dust is put on dry: f

. '

Which picture shoWs dust being appliedi..

A.

72. Granules (G) are made by mixing the active ingredient with coarse part4-
des of some inert material.

.

Which picture shows an enlargement of granules

73. Granules diay bAsed like dusts.

Granules are:

A. AppliedPry.
B. Mixed with water.

74. Soluble powders (SP) are made to dissolve in water. The solution is then
applied to crops.

Soluble powders are':

A. Sprayed on crops.
B. Dusted on brops.

2-16
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75. Wettable powders (W or WP) ar
not dissolve in the water. Inst
mixture of fine flour and water).

Wettable powders:

A. Stay mixed with watei,. -

B. Will- settle out Of water unless they are constantly stirred or
agitated..

so made to mix with water, but they do ,

, they form a suspension (a little like.a

76. Which of these must be agitated as it is applied?.

-Poisonous baits Pare another dry formulati,Pn. These are made by rnixin an
Aactive ingreoient With some type bf food or other attractive substance.

The inert ingredient i poisonous baits for,rats could be:

A. The peiticide.
Raw meat.

78. Match these:

A. Dusts: 1. Dissolves in water.
B. Granules:r 2. Mix with water to form a
C. Wettable powders: suspensipn.
D. Soluble powders: 3. Fine powder dry.,
E. Baits: 4.

applied
Coarse particles.

'5. Food is the inel-t ingredient.

79. Match these:
Mixed with water to

A.
B.

Emulsifiable concentrates:, form suspenSion.
Ready to use-fromUltra low volume solutions' 2.

C. Solutions: co ntainer.
0. F lowables: ' Forms emulsion
E. Aerosols: with water.

Liquified oases: 4. "." Applied as a mist
indoors,
Fumigant.5.

6. ig-h-ly concen-

4 C

2.- 1 7

trated 'and requires
speciil application
equipment.
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REVIEWA DSUMMARY

80. Which of these is classed as a rresticide?.

A. Rodenticides.
B. Peit attractants.
C. Antitranspirants.
D. All of these.

81. An antitranspira is uFed to prevent loss in plants.

82. Desiccants 101 defoliantsogre used to remove plant
A'4*J

83. A non-selective pesticide kills:

A. Only one Specific pest.
B. Many kinds of plant or animal life.

84. Which of -these is used to control fish?
,

Acaricide.
B. HeLbicide,
C. Aviscide.
D. Piscicide.

85. Which of these kill pests by making blood or sap of a living host poisonous
to the pest?

A. Contact pesticide.
B. Tfanslocated herbicide.
C. Systemics.
D. Fumigant.

, .
86. The posternergence application of a herbicide to kill weeds occurs (be-

fore/after) the weeds have appeared.

8 . If the soil is saturated with an insecticide, this is called:

A. Drench.
B. Foliar.
C. Dip.
D. Directed..

88. Which of thefe is also called drench treatment? ,

A. Aiming the pesticide at a portion of a plant.
B. Pouring the pesticide along the mid-line of the back of live-

stock.
C. Oral treatment of an animal with a liquid pesticide.

2- 1 8
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Pesticide formulates come in the form of:

ACTIVE. ING RECrtENTS +

4v 'AP

1.

INGREDIENTS

Er.

You have just completed Chapter 2, Pesticides. Now-complete the Post Test
found in the back of this Chapter.

<,



CHAPTER 2

PESTICIDES /

POST TEST

Answer the follOwing qaestions true or false:

1. A pest atiractant is classified as a pesticide.,
,3 ,

-'A. true
B. false

2. Plantgrowth regulators can bodispeed up arid slow down plant growth.
-

.

A. true
2.

B. false

3. A translocated herbicide must contact the whole plant inorder to kill it.

A. true
B. false

4, A foliar pesticide freatment is madeto the liaves of plants..
A. true
B. false

5. A defoliat can be used as a harvest ai
I

- A. true
B, false i

6. Aathemical. 'kills most animals coming in contact with it is highly selective.

A. true
B. false

P.

7. A dip is like a pesticide bath.

A. true
B. fals'e

B. An ultra low 4olume solution may be 100% pesticide.

A. true:,
.B: false

9. Wettable powders dissolve in water the same way sugar or salt does.

A. true
B. false

10. Liquefied gases are used as fumigants.

A. true
B. false .

2-21
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Answer tb following multiple choice questi

11. Preem ence refers to the time:

A st before crops are planted. '
r crops have been planted, b t before plants or weeds emerge.
&bps and weeds emerge fr m the ground but before harvest.

\
relined by:

.insecticides;
miticides.
acaricides.
All of these.

titranspirant is designed to:

kill plants.
kill onry certain weeds.
mtke plants drop their leaves b drying them out.
prevent water loss by coating pl nt leaves.

Wo Id be u4d to kill:

ttrash ' fish.
Bi blackbirds.

nemi,des:
D. pickle WOrms.

,

I

Sliags end snailt are cherniCan,control ed by: :

A.

1

avicidet.
B. acaricides.
C. mollu4icides.
D. predac des.

A

16. Which of these will kin some kinds of plants and cause little or no injury to others?

translobated
B. selectiVe herbicide.
C. contact herbicide.
D. non-selective herbicide.

17. Systemics:

A. kill insects feeding orithe sap of plants treated with the chemical.
B. kill on contact: .

C. -kill when inhaled by pest animals.
j D. 'kill weed plants when it enters thrqugh the plant roots.

.,;

18. What pesticide apfilication method is shown in this pia e?

,

A. band.
B, directed.
C. soil. incorporation:,

, D. sidedress.

4
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19. A spray that kills insects when they touch it is called:

A.
B.

C.

D.

a contact insecticide.
a stomach poison.
a fumigant.
a desiccant.

20. What pesticide application method is shown here?

4§.

broadcast.
dlench.
bard.
in-furrow.

----- -----

21. Match the fOliowinge

A. Drenqh:,-
.

ELSidedress:
C. Spot treatinent:
D. In-furrow:
E. Directed:
F. -Pour-on:
G. Broadcast:

1

I.

a

22. Match the fofloWinT ,

A. Diittsy
B. ,Gratit'fleSE., .

c. .

P. SOluble
.E. Baits:...

F. Emulsifiable concentrate:
G. Solutions:
H. Flowables:
I. Aerosols:

1. Uniform application to an irea.
2. Poured on back of livestock.
3. Application along side of crop row.
4. , Either saturation of soil with pesticide or application of liquid pesti-

cide to mouth of animal.
5. Applicatibn over tdp of growing crop.
6. Application in the furrow of planted crops.
7. Airn pesticide at part ot plant or animal.
ff. Application of pesticide to srnall area.

1. Used to mist inside of barn.
2. Inert ingredient might be corn.
3. Must be constantly agitated in spray tank to keep suspension.

. 4. Liquid formulation that forms an emulsion in water.
5. Liquid formulation that forms a suspension in water.
6. Dry formulation that dissolves in Water.

Liquid formulation that can be used straight from the can
on livestock.

8. Dry formulation made with fine'powder as inert ingredient.
9. Dny formulation made with coaro particles:

23. Fill in the blanks:

ingredients + ingredients = pesticide formulation.

, - . ----- "
. . - .

4 5
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PESTICIDES

CHM:ITER 2, EXHIBR 1

V.

'Here are the types arid uses of the most common pesticides:

Insecticide: controls insects and other related pests such as ticks and spiders.

Miticide: controls mites.

Acarkide: controls mites, ticks nd spiders.
1

Nematicide: controls nematodes.

Fungicide: controls fungi.

4actericide: contrals.bacteria.-

Herbicide: cOntrols weeds.

Rodentkifie...-;ociiitroit,'rodents.

At%icide controls birds.

iscicide: controls fish.

controli mollusks, such as slugs and snails:

Predacide: controls pest animals.

s

46r,
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Band: application to a strip or band over or along each crop row.

Broadcast: uniform application to an entire, specific area.

Dip: complete or partial immersion of a plant, animal, or object in a pesticide.

Directed; aiming the pesticide at a portiOn of a plant, anial, or structure.

Drench: saturating the soil with a pesticide; oral treatment of an animal with a liquid pesticide.

Foliir; application to the leaves of a plant.

1n-furrow: application to or in the furrow in which a plant is planted.

Over-the-top: application over the top of the growin9 crop.

Pour-on: pouring the pesticide along the rnidline.of the back of livestock.

Sidedress: application along the side of a crop row.

Soil incorporation: apPlication to the soil followed by-use of tillage implenientsto mix the pestiCide with the soil.

Spot triatinek.aailication tO a small area.

1

47
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CHAPTER 3'

, LABELS AND LABELING

Piii TEST

1. The labeling for a pesticide includes only the informa ion found on the pesticide label.

A. true
B. false

2. Using Exhibit 2, fill in the following:

Thibrand name shown on this lab is

The common name for the active in edient is

'The chemical name is

The net contents are

The name and address of the Manufacturer is

3. The ingredient statement on a label must contain:

A. the namesa/Tie active ingredient(s) and their amount.
B. the names of the inert ingredientst
C. the amount of inert ingredients.
D. A and C above.

4. The EPA regietrallon number on this label tells you:

A. th'at EPA registered the product.
B. That the product can be legally sold.
C. the factory that made the chemical.

5. The EPA establishment number on a product:

A. identifies the factory that made the product.
B. tells you where the product was made.
C. Both of the above.

6. Match the following: .
..-

.8.

CAUTION 1. Moderately toxic
WARNING 2. 1-lighly toxic

C. DANdeR 3. 4..OW-$4r toxicity .

7. Which of the following will b'd iisftd
:

A. Environrupp4a1 halards,:,

es'

B. PhySioal or' chemital hazar41)?

C. KEtP OUTGF.R EACH OF:C141i..PRER.'...",
D. All of the a6ove,,,., .ty

. .

8. The REENTR Y.StATEMENT on the pesticide label,tells you what?

Answer

3-1
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9. The DIRECTIONS'FOR7SE will tell you'what pests the pesticide will control and what crops the pesticide can be
used on.

A. true
B. false

10. Atsume that you have been poisoned by a pecticide. The first source of infoirnatibn and instrUctions for first aid
. should come from:

A. a doctor.
B. the pesticide label. /
C. a reference book on poisons.
D. the local pesticide dealer.

11. Look at Exhibit 2 again.

An empty container of DEPESTO should be disposed of by

'DEPESTO is limited to application by applicators.

DEPESTO is a use pesticide.

It is a violation of to use thiS pesticide in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.



CHAPTER 3

LABELS AND LABELING

LEARNING PR9GRAM

1. Pesticides are required by law to be properly libeled. certain information
must appear on the label in specific places.

This chapter will cover the organization of the pesticiae label and explain
the information found on the label. 4f.

GO ONTO THE NEXT FRAME

2. T ere are 2 Exhibits that will be used for this chapter.

Exhibit 1 is a model outline label. It does not.contain any Specific infor-
mation.

Exhibit 2 is a sample label with made-up informatkon.-This is not a real

Refer to,these 2 exhibits asyou go through this chapter.

IGO ON TOffHE NEXT FFIAME

3. When you buy a pesticide, you will receive instructions on how ltsbOtild
be used. These instructions will be found on: (1) the label attached to the
cOntainer, '12) brochures arid flyers put out by the manufacturer, or (3)
printed information haiided out by your dealer.

, Infoint.iation On'hbw to use a pesticide:

A. is founcronly on the'label.
B. is given on, the label and additional materials sucti:a ' brochures

and hanaouts, ,

3-3



I. Ail -of ,the: printed in;tructions that come with th

Labeling includes:.

LABEL

esticide are part of the

. BROCHURE FLYER
, .

A. the label on the container.
B. product 15rochures.
C. , flyers.

oi.the above.

116

5. Tle labbl is what is printed On or -attached to a pesticide cOntainer. The°
, remainder of this program 'Will-cover the parts of the libel itself. !

N

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME'

)1.

:

The most prominent information to ,a,ppear on the label i the "67and
name" of the pesticide. However, there may be several diffe ent names for
the same pesticide:

Check _Exhibit 1. This is the model label with no filled in 'nformation.

The largest name to appear on this label is the' name,

Check Exhibit 2. This has sample (but made-upy infortnation.

The brand name of this pesticide is

B. -The product you buy is usually not purely a pesticide chemical hut rither
a mixt9re'of several ingradientscalled a formulation.

Check, Exhibit 1.,

The ingredient3-1 of a pesticide formulation, are broken dow as

ingredients and ingredieo

3-4'



. The (active/inert) ingredients are the ones that do theWork:..,

10. Active ingredients may be Called by,2 different names.

;
First, the active ingredient will, have a chemicarname. Some chemicals are
given a common name ta make them easier tb identify, /

For example, the pesticide 1-napthyl-N-methylcarbamate has ark official
common name, carbaryl. Which is the common name?

1-npthyl-N-methyldarbamate.
?B. carbaryl.,

.3

11. Theipesticide`label shows both the,common, name and the chemical name
ofUe;ective ingredient.

Refer to Exhibit 2. The comMan name for the active ingredient in'this
pesticide is:

A. DEPESTO.
B. Pestoff.
C.

-

12. The chemical name of the active ingredient is:

A. DEP STO.
B. Pestotf.

C. Tri-salicylic acid.

13. The purpose of the brand name is to distinguish this product from others ,
.made 6y different manufacturers.

DEPESTO is:

A. a brand name:-
B. Ithe name o'f the formu.lation, 6ut not the active ingredient.
C. Both of these.

4'
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.

Match the following:

A. Brand name
B. Common name
C. Chemical name

Pestoff
2... Tri-salicylic acig,
3..", :DEPESTO .

.
15. -Check Exhibit 2. -

A e the inert ingredients named? (yes/no)

16. sThe edient statement on the' labqf also tells you de amount of active
and ine ingredients there are in the forraUlation.

Check hibit t.

These a ounts are first given as a
and a of inerf ingredient.

.of active ingredient

17. What is the ercent of actiVe ingredient in Exhibit 2?

.?
18: Check EXhibit 1.

Below the ingredient statement is ,statement that tells you how much
active ingredient there is in a gallon offOrmulation.

This is given as per gallon.

-,19. According to this label.in Exhibit 2, there is pounds
of Pestoff par 'gallon of. DEPESTO.

20. At the very bottom Of the label is the net contents,statement. This is given
in'pints, quarts, gallons, etc.

Circle the net contents statement on Exhibit 1.

3-6
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On Exhibi 2 what is the Pet contentsAthis container?

A. one pint.
B. one quart.
"C.. one gallon.

22. The laW requires the manufacturer or distributor to have his name on the
label so that you kpow who made or sold the product.

Check Exhibit'l at the bottom of the:Ibbel. ,

Is the manufaCturer'saddress also required? '

(yes/no)

,

23: AC-cording to the label Ain Exhibit,s.Z., Pc. is -the manufacturer of
DEPESTO?

24. Every pesticide preduct registered with the EpA hasan EPA registration
number assigned t6 it. 0

0
Which of these statemphts is true?

A. ' Each carr of DEPESTO has'an EPA registrationnumber.
B. All cans of DEPESTO must carry the:Saine EPA registration

numb* and an EPA establishment number.

,

25. The EPA.registration number must appear on the, label.

The EPA establishment number identifie -. le factory that made the chem-
ical. It does not have to appear on the label, buX it will be somewhere on
each container.

The estOlishrnent number. (is/is not) fisted on Exhibit ,1.

26. Refer to Exhibit 2..

If you were asked for the EPA regiStration nurriber for DEPESTO, what
numberwould- you give?

If you were asked for th EPA establishment number of DEPESTO, What
number:would you.give?.,.

3-7.
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27. It is possible for two different cans of DEPESTO brand pestoff to have
different (EPA registration/EPA establishment) numbers.

HUMAN HAZARD WARNINGS

28. One of the more obvious warnings on a pesticide label is the signal word.

According to Exhibit 1, you would expect this pesticide to be (highly/not
too) toxic.

29. The signal words On a label lull you how toxiCor hazardous the product is
to people. The fon:Owing signal words have Meanings fixed by law:

DANGER WARNIN4 . CAtafON

Referto Exhibit 1. WhichOrd indicates' the greatest hazard to humans?

A. DANGER
B. WARNING

.C. CAUTION

Icet,

30. Match the following:
4

A. DANGER 1. Moderately toxic
WARNINGB. 2. Highly toxic
CAUTIONC. 3., Low order toxicity

A
31: In addition, all products-that carry the signal word DANGER must also

carry the word POISON printed in red and the skull and crossbohes
symbol.

The skull and crossbones would be found with what signal word?

A. DANGER.,
B. WA,RNING,
C. CAUTION

. 55
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32. According to Exhibit 2, DEPESTO hp (high/moderate/low order) toxic.-

33. Signai..words are also associated 'With the, amounts it would take to*kill a
person.

4
Signal °

*ords
,

.

Toxicity *

Approximate Amount
Needed To Kill the
Average Person

-DANGER
....-

Highly A taste to a teaspoonful
. Toxic w .

. ,
WARVIN

. wx

Moct, e
.

A teaspponful
Torxic tablespoon ful

cAUtION
4 t,

LoW-Oider AnnunCe to more than a
To xicity pint

For a pest cide labeled "WARNING", it wottld take approximately how
much pesticide to caUse a fatality?

,
A. teaspoonful B. at least an ounce or more

314.

34. 4proximately:how much of a highly toxic pesticide does4 take to kill'
sorrieone?

.4

//

35. Could ar average perspn be killed by a te spoonful of DEPESTO? (yes/no)

\; / *-,: 6

36. All pesticide labels must/bear the Siaterhent "KEEP qu-r- OF REACH OF
CHILDREN". - 4 '-''.. -*".*/

%,
.. This childhazard.statement will appear on:

.-

A. labels/,4-highly toXid materials.
'

B. the\lbels on all peStidde-containers.
. /



37. Under the signal word there is a STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREAT-
MENT. Find this on ttie label in Exhibit 1.

The STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT tells wit' what to do:

A. to prevent poisoning.
B. in case of accidental poisoning.

38. Read the STATEMENT `OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT on Exhibit 2.

If DEPESTO is swallowed, the victim should be made to:

A. lie down and rest.
B. vomit.

14;1.

A
leilitiOnal information aboUt hazardt and poisoning can be found in the

4p441fTIONARY STATEMENTS section of the label.
'
Circle this section on Exhibit 1.

40. Check the9RECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS seCtion on Exhipt 2.

Does this section give instructions to the dOctiar as to treatMent of poison-.,"
ing? (yes/no)

41. A perso6 is poisoned by swallowing some 9EPESTO. After emergency
first aid, he is rushed to the hospital. In ormation specifically fOr the
doctor is founcl in:

A. the PRECAUTIONARY S ATEMENTS section of the label.
B. . the DIkECTIONS FOR y E section of the label.
C. the ingredients section:4

41.

42. The pesticide
to the hospital.

should be taken with the poison Victim



43. The PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS section lists other dangers as well,
as those to humans or domestic animals.

There are possible environmental hazards as well. These include threats to
wildlife and to water supplies.

IdentifY the following as an environi-nental or chemical hazard of
DEPESTO:

A. flammable (chemical/environmental)
B. danger of drifting to non-target areas (chemical/environ-

mental)
C. may contaminate water with runoff (chemical/environmental)

44. Look at Exhibit 2.

' Is DEPESTO toxic to bees? (yes/no)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

451 Some of the things tlyDIRECTIONS FOR USE will tell you are:

_Pests the product will control.

Crops or animals the product can be used on.

How the product should be applied, and how much to use.

Where and when tile product should be applied. .

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

46
-

Check Exhibit 1.
/

Note that directioAs given:

A. for all crbps in one section
B. for each crop separately.
C. Bothiaf-the above.

- ,

47. The, DIRECTIONS FOR USE section of the I5EPESTO label will tell you
which of the following?

How much DEPESTO to use per acre (yes/no)

If DEPESTO can be (ised on com (yeslno)

If DEPESTO win be effeave in controlling sugarcane Wier (yes/no)

How dose to harvest time DEPESTO ban-safely be applied (yes/no)

3-11
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7.48. According to Exhibit 2, DEPEVO can be used to control corn.
U.

49. Under DIRECTIONS FOR USE is a misuse statement, a REENTRY
STATEMENT, and a CATEGbRY OF APPLICATOR statement.

The misuse statement will remind you ttrai it is a violation of Federal Law
to use the product inconsistent with its lablling.

The REENTRY STATEMENT tells you when it is safe to'return to the
triated area without protective clothing.

.

The CATEGORY OF APPLICATbR statement may limit use to certain
kinds of applicators.

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

50. According to the REENTRY STATEMENT-on the DEPESTO label, it is
safe to reenter the treated area after days.

According to the CATEGORY OF APPLICATOR statemeht, DEPESTO is
limited for use to pest control applicators.

51 . Below, the CATEGORY OF APPLICATOR statement is a box called 1

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL. Circle this in Exhibit 1.

<P

.52. Refer to the STORAGE AND DISPOSAL box for DEPESTO in Exhibit 2.

DEPESTO should not be stored near
or

Once the DEPESTO' aeen used up, the empty container, should be
in a safe place.



5 . Every pesticide I
or restricted use.

Refer to Exhibit /.

DEPESTO is:

.rt

how whether, theicontents are for generaf,use
9 I

A. a re*stricted use pesticide.

B. a general use pesticide.

54. A restricted use pesticide can only be used by:

A. a certified applicator, or someone he is supervising.
B. professional pest control operators. r

4

REVIEW AND SUMMARY

55. DEPESTO (is/is not) the naine of a real pesticide.

5 . What information on a pesticide iabel will be printed in the largest type
and placed in a prominent position?

57. The brand name is not usually the name of the primary ingredient in the
container.

Information about the ingredients in the formulation is found immediately
(oyer/under) the brand name.

. .
....-

'
58. A pesiicida, product Usbally contains (pure pesticide/pesticide plus inert

jngredients):.',

6 0
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59. The pesticide label gives the brand name, and the' ingredients ancilheir
percentages.

The label will usually tell you how much
there is in one gallon of formulation.

ingredient'

60. The label also tells you:.

ibanufactured the Product, the
of the, manufacturer, and the registration num:
ber.

61 The label also tells you in a prominent signal word the haZarcrwarning that
applies to the formulation. There-are three levels of,kiazard tlius three-
leveli of warnings.

A. DANGER
B. - WARNING
C. CAUTI*ON

,

Which of the above is-a warning for the most dangerotis p ticide?

2( The area of the label that contains the human hazard arning 'also tells
\ you _the (emergency treatment/detailed instructions for "doctor) in case

,of pesticide poisoning.

63. Every pesticide label must bear a statement that the,p6tic de must be kept'
out of the reach of

64: The pesticide label contains:

ECAUT IONARY' STX1*ENTS

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL directions./
,

ECTIONS FOR 'USE

DIR5CTIONS FOR USE ,(aielare not) gi

3-14
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1.,

Wm/ Id the DIRECTINS FO8 OSE include the following information?

Name of specific crop. (yes/no)

66; Amount of product to use. (yes/no)

67. How to apply this product. (yes/no)

68. The label may also tell you who may use the pesticide. (yes/no)

You bave just completed Chapter 3, Labels and Labeling. Now complete
the past.test at the back of this chapter.

6 2
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CHAPTER 3

LABELS AND LABELiNG

posT,T6T

-.' ..

1. The labeling for a pesticide includes only the infor ation Mond on the pesticide label.
.., II ,

rA.' true
B. false.

2:: Using Exhibit 2. fill in the folloWing:

The brand name shown en this labe Is

The common name for,theactive ingtedient is

The chemical name is

The net contents are

The name and address of the manufacturer is

3. The ingredient statement on a label must contain: .

A. the names of the active ingredient(s) and their amount.
B. 4,14a names of the inert ingredients.
C. the amount of inert ingredients.
D AandCebove

'The EPA registration number on this label tells you:

`, A. that EPA registered the product.
\ B. That the product can be legally, sold. .

C. the factory that made the chemical.

5. The EPA establishment number on a product:

A. identifies the factory that made the product.
B. tells you where the product was made.'
C. Both o'f the above.

6. Match the follOwing:

A. CAUtION
B. WARNING
C. DANGER

'1. Moderately toxic
2. Highly toxic
3. Low-order toxiCity

7. Whichsof t e f011owing will be listed on a pesticide label?

A. çivnmental hazards
B. P ysi4al or chemical hazirds
C. i4CEP'.OUT OF REACH OF CHiLDREN
D. All of the above. '

8. The RE EPirR Y STATEAsiENT on the pesticide label tells you what?

Answer

3- 1 7
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.

tiAASE will. tell you what pests the pesticide will control and 'what crops the pesticide can be.. .

. .

113.- Assum

shou come from
that'you ave 'been .poisoned by a Pesticide. .The first lource of inforMation and instructions for first aid

a doctor..
the pesticide label.

I
i'C. a reference book on poisons.

D. 4the local pesticide dealer,

.

$.ft.a.Look at Exhibit 2 again.
;.4!..

I

.,.t t*.*-:?,$ .,' \-
. . $, i'l.t--. . ,;An lernpty container of DEPESTO should tilvilispai#11:by

*..: ,, .,-,x.: :r. ze.A DEpEST -/k.,O is lithited tp application by , 41_44 applicators,'
.:

I . .

DEPESTO is a - Y ;
t - . '1.k. Wi.It is a yiblation of )10 to' Uge thii pettici e ip a manner inconsisteriv.with its labeling.

4

4.
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CHAP1ER 4

APPLICATION,EQ1JIIMEN1-:

PRE TEST

Answer the following questions true or ialse:

1. Stainless steel is the best nozzle mate;ial for extensive use.

A. true
B. faV

007

2. Tungsten carbide and ceramic are inexpenske nozzle materials that may be subject tome& and corrosicin.

A. jrue
B.: false

3. Aluriiinum nozzles maY corrodein the applicaiion of same fertilizers.

A. true
. B. false

t., / .,
_ t

4. Low pressure field sprayers are oftenirsed to applylertilizer-pesticide mixtures.

A. true
B. false

/-
-

5. Ultra low volume sprayers,apply,o diluted pesticide solution.

A. true
B. . false

-

6. Brass is an inexpensive nozzle material that wears easily.

1

A. true
B. false.

7. Plastic nozzles wear qut easily but are required for the spraying of certiin solvents.

A. true
B. false

Answer the following multiple.choice questions:

8. A spinning disc applicator is used to apply:

A. dust.
B. granules.

C. wettable powders.
D. All of these.

a z z
68-ft
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..
A solid/stream p/OzzleWould be used for:,,,,,;

m-A.spraying.
r V. spraYing fOliage.

C. infacting'pesticide into the soil./
D. ivide bandipraying. /

/ -, ____.,

,,/10. Which of the*deterinine;whicli ozz1e material will be used?/ -
A. price. / // //

/. B. corrosio% /.,
7 / C. resisiance to abrasior(.

_!--/ D. All of these. / J

i i j
4 _ -. 1'' fi. Which of these nozzle tYpes would be used in ovarlapping-ataurtfdFbriiidCast spraying?/ .A. eveKillit fan.0..-,.. /

,, .... B. regularif)at fan.
C. full co e. i

/----=-- /
1:). solid re m.

1

(
12.rWhiCh olthesq'would be preferred for Over the top spraying of foliage?

/A. fl ding nozzle.
7Z-1Kregular flat fan nozzle.

' C.hollow cone nozzle.
. D. broadcast nozzle.

v

13, Which of these could deliver a mist spraY to the foliage on frUit trees?

A. ai; blast sprayer. -

p,hjgh_pressur SP-raver.
--------- C. hand.sprayefr.

D. All Of these.

14. Which of these would lie.used to spray livestock?

air blast sprayer.
B. high pressure sprayer.
C. low pressure field sprayer.
D. Noneskt_these. ,

15... Which of thes,e would be used to spray pastures?

A. air blast sprayer,.
B. high pressUrecsprayai.

. *,

C. low pressure field sprayer.
D: hand sprayer.

6 9

4-2
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16. Match the following:

A. Hand sprayer
B. Low pressure field sprayer
C. Air blast sprayer
D. High pressure...sprayer

14ihd duster
F, POWer duster

G. Granular applicator

.$1
-4,



Elien flatrfan
Hollow cone
Broadcast

, Solid stream
5. Regular flat fan
6. Full Cone

.Flooding nozzle

';g

*77



CHAFmR 4 \

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

LEARNING PROGRAM /

1. The pesticide application equipment you use is important to the success of
your pest control job. TN.; chapter will cover the types of equipMent you
may want to use. 1.

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

SP,RAYERS

Sprayers are usE;a`fc; apply liquid formulations:and those forrii4itions that
are to be mixed with water.

Which of these would be aFlied with a sprayer?

A. Solutions.
B. Wettable powders.
C. Both of these.

The simplest type of spraYer js the hand sprayer.

This sprayer is good for:

A. Large jobs.

B. Small jobs.

F

'4., The hand sprayer is preferred over larger sprayers for treating:

A. Large areas.

B. . Restrithed areas.



5. Another titpe of sprayer is the lowpressure field sprayer.

M. N.Afail ___.
..111111111,_ '-v. is poilliggia omit. ,

Ari,

:, This sprayer consisti of-a large tanK, a Pump, pressure regulator, strainer,
etc. connected tO a boom of nozzles. Thk pressure to force the liquid out
of the nozzles comes from:

A. The weight of liquid in the tan
B. A motor driven pumW

6. The rate of flow from a low pressure field s rayer is (high/loInf).

7. Most low pressure field sprayers are used to tr6at field ahd forage crops,
pastures and fence rows. They may also be used to apply fertilizer-pesti-
cide mixtures.

Low pressure field sprayers would be good for treatment of an: ,

,

, A. Alfalfa field.
B Apple orchard.

.s
gh pressure. yers deliver high volume at high pressure..

-

I
Becauie of the force behind the pestici
prodkice a (high/low) volume of pesticid

!!

High pressure sprayers can giv

A. Gooa pesticide/ enetra ion.
- B. ,Poor pesticidepenetr. (on.

---

e, the high pressure sprayerr dan

V

1

BecauSe they can deliver hig volumei of ,pesticides at.high prOskure,into
harch4o-get.at plac ,& high p etsure sprayers are used t.e(OHruits, vege-
ta13,les, landscap viants an livestock.

;High pressure
ih the treatm

/ A.

prayers
nt of:

be,preferred over low pressure field sprayeis

l'ornato p 1' r
Pa4tures

;
4-6 r- r
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Air blast sprayees use a high' ''speed airstr
droplets.

. 4'5.,

reak up the pesticide into

The aiir blast sprayer useslthe force o a (fari7pump) to deliver the pestidide

to its, target.

4

12. The air blast sprayer vilork

Al

e an atomizer.
:

ROPL'ETS .

he air blf spilayer

i A. A heavy spray:
A rriist spreY'.'

Is.

Iv

4Aitiblast spr,ayers:ire sed spray.fri)it-a
"'/ iea.i blest7sPrayer 40441d be preferred in

. ; .

/ A. Theqrpi ahd fdllage of orange

> .

eg tabre crops.

141" Bec4,9e' Of:tlmistIspra'y produced, the
.subjitat to drifting the0 are.some Otherspr

. .

b t 1 '

;

, 15! Ultra low
t ey may

7he ma
heavy)/1

7"e

a

Ye

bla
s.

'414

t , sprayer is- (rnore/les

lunil,e,s1)1U'tions.are hignl

en. b6, POre pesticide,

Oe used tb apply the5e s
plications.1

7

7 4

centrat

I.

kis Must b

mula0ons. In r

rd

apply (ligh



06.. Identify this sprayer:

17.

Los pres-sUre fie0 sprayer.
'ss i B High presthre sPiayer.

i\ C. A last sprayer.
1 \

Ithintify t s sprayer: t
\.

Lo pressure field sprayer.
B. igh pressure sprayer:

Air blast spre,,Yer._

Identify fhis spraye

19. Match these:

A. Hand sprayer
B. Low pressure

field sprayer
C. High presswje

sprayer
D. Ultra low/

volume .spraye
Air blast ispra

t

1

1

I

Delivers high volum for f uits,
ve etables, landscabe pi ants
a d livestock.

2.k., Produces'inist spray .

s'ood for restricted areas.
4., Are used tO apply pesticide to' .

many field crops.
5. Applies highly coricentra /ed

pesticides at low volumes.



NOZZLES

20. The nozzle directs the spray of pesiicide and determines how much area
Q

will bescovered by the spray.

NOM
MOO
MOM

.
2: Band , ;., Bro cast <

Coverage ... J Coy rage
' k

.7". /
Narrow band appli ation and broadcast s aying may \require (the ame/
different) nozzle ty es.

1

. 'Match the nozzle spe 'y pattern to the nozzle produ iced t.

C. i#

The solid stream nozzlti

The flat Ian nozz e proli

The cone nozzle prod+

GOON TO. THE NEXII

Label the nozzle

produces 'a narrow

uces a flat oval patt4n.

s a ciecular pittern.

FRAME.'

bell as solid, stream, flat fan or

I r

I ,

I L.
I

cone.



24. Which nozzle type would be more kcurate for aiming at distant targets?

A. Solid stream.
B. Flat fan.

( C. Cone.

25. Which would produce more 'Complete coverage of plant foliage in an over-.,
the-top application?

A. Solid stream.
B. Flat fan.
C. Cone.

-
26. Which: would better for applying very narrow

cide int.() the soil?

A. Solid strea
B. -F tartan.
C. Cone.

ands or injecting p sti-

27. There are several types of flat fan nozilks The regulaif flat fan no zle
makes a flat oval pattern with light edes. ? fr

---/Which picture shows this regular flat/fan pattern?

A.

28. The even flat fan nozzle makes a uniform pattern:

Labe\ these patterns as regular or even flat fan.

4- 1 0

7 7
0



f. .

29. The regular flat fan mozzle is used on booms"with the Spray overlapping.
, 'T t

11.4 limi\

i

The regular flat fan ndOe is used for: v.

A. Band spra;irig (narrow strips).
B. Broadcast spraying,

30. The even flat fan hozzlels used without overlapping.

The even flat \fan nozzle is psed for (band/bpplidcast).spraying.

31. Another type of flat:fan nozzle is the flooding nozzle. This makes a wide
an41e patrern.,

trW.I.:1::

t

The flooding nozzle'is designed for:

A. Band spraying.
B. Broadcast spraying.

3 . Notice the path the liquid takes as it leaves the flooding nozzle.
,.

' ... lrirr---) 1

. The flooding n zzle appears to be a (high/low) pressure nozale.
,

\

.

i, \ r. ; 4,,,.
A

33, . Thereforl, a flooding nozzle would more likely gipeLar on a:

A. Lgw.pressure held sprayer..

B. Higttpressure pri3yer.
I'

411

7 8



_
34. A broadcast nozzle,is another Wide angle flat fan .nolzle: It is Lmed on

boomless sprayers and on the end of booms to widen the path of coverage.

A`.0174,1.1.11,..1
1,4a.1., r

The broadcast nozzle operates at a. (higher/lower) pressure t an the flood-
ing noZzle..

35. Which of these.is the broadCasi ndizle?

A.

.1 it,-;
r Jet

.

..
4)t>.

'7

36. There are two (2) types of cone spray nozzles.

They are:. the.,
nozzle:sq.

it4 7 9

4- 1 2

-- cone and the





40. identify these noz

r.

41. Match these:k

'A. Solid stream
.B. Regular flat fan
C. Even flat fan

sed to epPly: narrow 6and ;
,

a to inject pestiCide into ,

, . . ., ,.s il.

Flat oval patiernithlrighkr ,,..

edges, used OFCbon,sfor 'T
oadcast sprayino:.::.1... "-

niform flat mial. pahern
-upedofor band spraying. .

s

42. -Match these:

Flooding nozzle
B. Broadcast nozzle -0

C. 'Hollow cone nozilel:
F'ull cone nozzle

z.

1.

di

a
rks by, either core ,and
c or whirl chamber,,

ray uniform throughout, -
ci cular. pattern.
U ed on boomless sprayers
or *ends of boom to widen
sp ay swath. .

Law pressure nozzle used
for broadcast sprcar.

.

NOZZLf ,MATE LS
r

43. Alang,with he correct choice of. nôizle types, it ,is equally. importer to
,select nozzles made from materials ttiat: will,not be damaged by'theoesti-

.Foree;QMPle; wettable powder and flowable forrulatiors an.be abrasive.::. ,. .
7'. :A nozzle used to apply, ike-ftable powders 4iou'l fram a .(hardr

loft) material'. ' di 7lif

, ( ,. . '.: .f., .

.

44. Ohe quality of zzle

4-14

trtercai is resitan6e to t. 1
,



45; Rust is an examRle Of corrosion. 01-,dinary steel cortin des when thsilo
air and water. \

0 'A $ ;`,.- N
Would ordinary steel be a goodAaterial, for 'nozzles '17(yes/161.

r'.

.

? . sent , ',.; \

46. Nozzle material-should be,resistant to:

A. Abrasion.
B.

Both of these.

jot*, .
fl 4

if t;

4'740. cost is another--fac-tor to consider when choosin nozzleS, Matprials that
are resista t to both corrosion ahd abrasion may b expensiye.

,

nsive materials may be used if corro.sion-and abrasion (arePare not) a

.

48. Look- t Exhibit III. This Exhibit shows the co men Mater-ails used in
.thak. g n zles.

.411-ecl.c. the features of brass nozzles. Should bras
,'`,10

ssirqying liqUid.is abrasive'? (yes/ho)
e

. ,

nozzles be used it the

49. Tungsten carbide or ceramic nozzles- are hard and resist abrasion. Check
information in Exhibit III.

If abrasion is a problem, (brass/tungsten carbide) would be a bet;er mated-
1 al.

50L But if non-abrasive liquids are used under limited conditions, the cheaper
(brass/tungsten cartlide) nozzles would be preferred.

51. Plastics.can be made resisxant to corrosion.

However, according to Exhibit ill. the problem with plagkics is that:

A. They corrode.
. B. They wear easily.. . /

IP , C. They-swell in contact with some solvents. .

I

52. A1uminiirri nozzles:

A. Resist corrosion.
B. Resists most corrbsive.rnaterials except some Jertilizers.

53. Stainless steej:

A. Will not corrode.
A B. Resists abrasion.

C. Both of these.



use?

-
R..

tensive

55. l'Atch

Stainless steel
C. Plastic
D. Alumirturn
E. Tungsten carbid

and ceramic

hen

yents .

terial,.
use.

1 rn4er41
use. ////
ers'

4.

.,

COrrPded by

.5: Ex nsive.

exposed to

I.
tor ektensiVe

(7FThited

some fertiliz-
.1 7

DUST AND GRA

,56. Pesticide d
this, dusts

I

1
i

LAR APVLICAT RS
W .:

. ; i 1 rc
, r rr,sts and granytes re ;made to be a plied dry andi:recaqse

1

nd granules req ire different -kinds lof application equipine

usti Grlarhules

1 II

Which
. ,firanule

.1.s

57. Becau

f the above can be blown to its targ
,

with blat
/ .

of ir?. (dust/

of theft- size andrweight, granule part cies will have 1::

:Cerried to their target by,.air currentS.
Thrown or dropped op thek target./

58. The applicator .pictured below
the pesticide to its target.

-

This is a hin (duster/granul

works by,

/

c ries

"

,

Like h, and prayers, hand
gardens.

iHand C'Sth are good fortparge

clusters are und.( .ar.ou
/

,

jobs.

6 Z
a



. Power dO,1(ers use. a/Power driven
target..

/

_

problem with a 'power duster walild be:
I .

, A. ' I nComplete coverage/
. ?

: B. ;Drifting:Of dust. /
. ..e

_../

61. Granular appliCators cot* in several

One type/ uses\ hayr8 carried s4i,/mountO or tractol/driven.

/
,

62 /Which at these is a gra
s/1

/?
g

'

-EV I EW/A

r63/

A. Hand carried spinning disc
B. Han operated bellows.

The above
,e0IN

er is a:

A. 1Cw pressure field sprayer.
h pressure sprayers,
blast sprayer; /

8 4,



64. Which of th se sprliVers uses the least arnourit.of.W
1 4 , 4' 1.;.-Jik"

A. Loultpressure field sprayer. ,

B. Hidh pressure Sprayer.
C. Air blast sprayer.
D. Aptra low volume SrSrayer.

65. A wrpi.I dlamber 'rozzle kill produce a:

A. Full cone pattern.
4. B. Hollow cOne paitern.

C... Broadcast pattern.
D., All of the above.

66. Which of these is the regular flat fan pattern? :

' !
,

11.1 1

I .67, Which of These nozzle materials is probably'best for all aroUnd use
'

I 1

I

A.
,

Brass.

Tungsten carbide..
C. Stainless steel.

68. WhiCh

'ou have now completed

' 8 a



APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

POST TEST

er the followin questions true Or false: ,

1. 'Stainless steel the best nozzle rnateriao( extensive us

A. Vue
f4ls

;

2.!Tun4s' ten ci

A. tr e

r

3. A minurri nozzles may corrode in the dplicaticin of some fe ilizers.,. t..
. ,

A'. `Iti:ue .... \.
.:B. false

1

:

4. Low pressure field sprayers are Often used to apply f tilizer-pestipide mixtures.

vit PC true
1 B. false

else /

e and 4eramic are inexpensive n zle materials that m

0

-.

5. Ultrr low volurrie.spray apiSrly a diluted peiticide solutiOn.,

A. ,true,
. B. false \

6. 'Brasi is ani9e/xpensive nozzle rrAter

/true
8./ false

Pla t c nozZles wear out ea

true N
. false

ly but ,are required foOle spraying of certain solvepts.

/
,`A

r

Answer the follow ng multiple choice questions:

8 A spinnin disc applicator is used to apply:

)). dust.

;
granules.

C. wettable powders.
.

"4.
D. All of these.,

/



A solid str m nozz

roadcas

sprayi
.injecti

D. wide

Which of th

wOuld b used for:
i

spraYeng .,

foliage./
g pesiiilde int

and spraying.
:.:

se detirMines whi
,, :.,

tRe soil.

A, p ice.
orrosion.

resistance to iti n.

D. All of these

-11. Whic of these n zzie typesWould be used
even fh fin:.

B. '-regular lit fan.
C. fAill GO e:-

D. sotid's ant

.of these wo d be pr r ed f r over the topspray'Ing Of foliage?
'

101,

):S

erlapping groups for broadcast spraYing?

zl

ptiZzlev y,
pe nozzle.

/

,s*iver p mist.spray to the

le Apr

IttratreP.: ,

(1061 tbasey,
.4; , ; /

Which:of ttOS'eilyOulif be Used tO s'pray livestoc

PiKbrast sprPyer.
. high pressure sprayer.

low pressure field-spraT.
, None Of these?!--

:, 11.,..Inifrich;o"ftoese roU0..be used to s

..-1. ..
b astsprayer...,

,,i,,,I,

F.
gh resio4 4fiefg

r_..:7104y 43r eslsolFp fteld pr

hand .Sprayer. ,
. ,

y past es?

/ 420

d



s ayer ? . ......
. ,,,

W p ssure fieldsptayer
'Cf. Air bl s:t spr4yer ??

, 1 -T..'
D. High ressure sprlYer
E. Ha duster

',, / 1.
F. Po ef duster ??

1G. Gr nular appliCator

:414.



17. filatch.the following:
. I

1 Even flit fan
2 Hollow cone
3. Broadcast
4.. Solid stream
5, Regular flat fan
6. Full cone,
7. Flooding nozzle



am.

/

WOU CAN GE7 NOZZLES IN MANYIAATER IA L E THE MAIN FEATURES OF EACH KIND._

\ INEXPENSIVE,
\WEARS QUICKLY FROM ABRASION',
PROBABLY THE ,B4T TERIAL FOR IMITEWUSE.

NLESOTEJEL: . ,'
.!

\. WILL\ NOT, CORRODE;,
\ RESISTS ABRASION, ES ECIALLY IF IT.IS HAENED.
,

PROBAELY THE BESTMATERIAL FOR EX EN4I E 4SE.

(

PLASTIC:

et.

RESISTS COROSION A. ,
D ABRASION,

SWELLS WHEF EXPOSE TO SOMEtQLVENTS

ALUMINUM:,
. . A. .

RESISTS SOME CORRO IVEMATERIALS,
,

IS EASI,LY CORRODED Y SOME FERTILIZER .

1 - ':
TUNGSTEN CitiRBID ANP CER MIC:

.7

HIGHLY RESISTANT Tr'l ABRASION AND CORROSION,
I6 3 EXPENSIVE: ',

/

ts

9 0

4-23
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CHAPTEft5
7

USE AND MAINTENANCE OF PESTICIDE
f

APPOCATION EQUFMENT

PRE TEST

swer the i-followng true.or Ate:
.71r

A change i,,i sprayet pressure will change the flow rate but.will not affect the nozzle patterns or si)ray droplet sin.
-

-
A. true
B. i'false

;
2. In order cto properly make emergency repairs in the fieik the operator of the sprayer should disMount and remove his

rotective mask before working on the sprayer.

. A. true
B. false

Sprayers should e calibrated by spraying pesticide formulation.

A. true-
B. false

/ .
/ . v4. If you are calibrating a.sprayer thai has a 200 gallon capacity, you should,spray an area large enough to use at least 2$5

. d 1. gallons. 'e 1

;!
i -

/

A. .true
B. false -

5. The best source of equipment operatingjinformation is irbm the operator's manual.

A. trup
B. false

6. Nozzles that have a faulty spray pattern stiould be replaced. -
A. true
B. false

Answer the following multiple choice questions:

. Which of .the'se can e Lied to clePn nozzles?

A. clean knife
B. screw.dride .
C. heavy gaud steel wire.
D. wooden too hoick or toothbrush.

8. If the sprayer nozzles log during spraying, the operator should:.

A. increase pres ure to break theclog.
B. stop the-stirayer.immediately, and unclog the nozzles before doing anythindelse.
6,turii-the sprayer off and imove it to ithe edge of the fiejd before attempting td work on it.
D. catinue spraying if enOtIgh nOzzles are working. Fixlhe sprayer when all of the spray has been

5-1
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/

rayer is calibrated tcit apply 10 gallons per acre at a pressure f 2 psi. What pressure would be'required to increase
utput to 20 gallons Per acre without changing Vie speed of ravp or nozzle size? , 9

,

)
A. 40 psi I

B. 60 psi
C. 80 psi
D. None Of these. A ,change in pressu-r could not be useditoproduce that large a change in sprayer output:

' 1

4Vhat is the best method to..insure pioper m xing of a wettable lawder formulation?
'1

. A. Add the pesticide, ihen stir the mixture as the tank ftll . 4

B. Make a slurry, and pol,r.it intO a partly filled tank 1:4f1;;;re filling the tank. Agitate 1 the tank is filled.
-C. Fp if4 tank to 1/3 ful4 Of Water; 1add the wettable PO,Wder, agitate and fill to capacity.

. it r14: Mix in a barrel until the pci4r and water are thOroughly mixed, then add t a full, tank of water under
agitation. /,, . /

'.,:. ,.

/
/ ,

i
. / / , r

/ / I .: t ..
:. ,11. A sorper is calibrated ha apply 20-gallohi pe'acre (gpa) at a speed of 4 miles per hOur:, Fl

, td .
- / ,

'X' i / 4 '

What would be the application rate if the spraYer were sloWed to 2 miles per hour? /
,

/
/'A: 5 gpi :/

10gpa '

C 40gpa /

.,
D. There would be-no change in application ratiej

/./
412. At Which of the following amounts per acre .sheifild /you stop and recalibrate your-vranular applicator if you need r,. , r

recommended dosage of 7 pounds per acria

A. 6.3 lb. per
k :i I.

. B. 8 lb. per acre.. 74.

C: roth of these would'require.re ibratiok .-

/
D. either of these. They are bo within the 5% limit so that recalibr

/

/
.1,3. In cali rating your sPrayer with a 1

after praying % Of an Ore.

Wha is the spray rate in gallons per

ion is unnecessary.
t14

gallon/capacity, you poured 61/4 gallons of water back into the tank to fill it

A: 18% gPa
B. 15% gpa

C. 6% gpa

D. 25 gpa

our sprayer?

/
Y ur sprayer has 6 /nozzles, a one", minute flow check you find the flow ra es as shown below: Which of these

ozzles will have to be replac ? (Choose all that apply.)

FLOW FlATE (in fluid otz,/min.)NOZZLE

,4 ,

'A 8:0 .

7.5
8.2

'E 8.3'1 ;44
8.2 /

0

9 2
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oblems Fil' in the blanki:

15. Your spray tank holds 200 gallons of spfay. During calibration, you had to replace 8-gallons of water after spraying
one acre

This sprayer applies at p rate of 'gpa

q tank full of spra will cover acres.

Libel directions o a can o1 emulsiflatile concentrate tell you to apply 2 pints of the formulation per acre. How ,rnii*
pints should you Jd to one tank load?

pints

16. A sprayerwith.a I. gallon tank is calibrate6-to apply 40 gallons per acre, .

. TO apply 2.po s of active ingredient periacre of a 50% wettable poWder, you will need to add how many pounds of
pesticide form ation into the tank?

A full tank wi cover acres.
,

. ,

This will reit ite pokri of ac/ive ingridient per tank.

You must ad pouilds of 59% wettable powder formulation Oer tankful.
-1 1



CHAPTER 5

MAINIT6NIANCE:OF PgSTiCIDE
A PLICATI N EQUIPMET

,

kEAR

.7, A..

. Proper tile' cl maintenance of pesticide,applifation equipment is essential

,

=----------._fort_afeet eciive pest Control.
.

-42

, This chapter 'Will cover some basic point's about the opertition, mainte-
'4*.''

nance and calibration of this equipment. .
,1,4:.';'t -

riot GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAIME

SPRAYERS

2., The pesticide; label specifies hdw much pesticide most be applied per acre. ,
This is usually given in terms of the undiluted pesticide.

For example; a pesticide label states that 2 'pints of. the fdrmulation must
be applied per acre to kill a certain type of insect. This is pints of :

A, the pesticide as it, comes frOm the container.
B. pesticide and water mixture.

3. Pesticide formulations may have to be. mixed With water before they can
be applied.

Suppose the pesticide label instrOcts you terapply-1 pinrof formulation
per acre. Your sprayer applies liquid at '`a rate of 10 gallons per acre.

.; The 1, pintaf pesticide "shOuld be diluted- h4 illons
of pater tb treat Pne acre.

7

, . .
4. Suppose your sprayer tank holds 50 gallons? If you are to apply 1 pint ofspr's. formulattln re, how much formulation should you add to a full tank

of water? (The ayer apPlies at a rate of 10 gallon per acre.)
'' fr 4

To find this divide the amount of water in the tank bY the: number Of
gallons applied to one acre.

50galfons vgi,11s'pray acres.

At 1 pinrper, atcreettis will require - pihts of pesticide
formulation.'

7 .':5-5.
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How many pints of forrn4lation arerequifed in thiS,sit4uation?

Tank capacity*;= 759alfons
%

Sprayer applies 10gallons per'ac,re.

Instructions 01 tor 2 pinti 'formulation per acre.

75 gallonscifill ,acres,

YoU must add: pints. of formulation to a tankful o#
water:

,

' .
. IS it ityPortant to know how.much liquid yo\ir.sprayer applies per ,acrer.-

.(yesk)

CALl4RNTION OF,SPRAYERS .

7. 'calibration iSs simply ,measuring yq,ur spray equipMeht,output sO that you /
can applY a deSlierj.0te of pesticide. There are inariy ;Nays to calibrate a
sPrayer. Your e*tenVitagent.can show you appropriate methods tor your

.''Particular equipments5

,The folloWing is a basic rnethott
.-

,G0-.)N TO 111-IE NEXT 41.AM.E.'

4.

8: To calibrate a sprayer,-first choose the speed, pumping pressure and° noz-
zles yqu want.to use.

9 ,

491:

1

For reasons of safety,--we will have a trial run On a measured area (such as
one acre): The sprayer tarrlIvilt be filled with:

A. pIin Water. 8.1 pesticide.

' .

9. .The,spraystankis filled w,ith water, and the sprayer is operated in place to..
fill the system..The tank i then,tqpped off.

, Ne the measured area is sprayed as though you were.applying iSesticide.

After spraying, the amount of water it takes to refill the.tank is measuted.
. ,

lf you sprayed one acreeand..,it takes 8 gallons to refill /he sPray tank; the
. sprayer is applying-at a rateof . per acre.

:
1 ,.



10. If your tank has a 100 galloiicapacity or larger, you should'sprayt en area
large enough to use at least 10% of the tank caNcity.

For a 100 gallon sprayer, you should spray at least
gallons of Water to test the sprayer.

11. Suppose you spray an area of % acre and use 5 gallons of water. Your
. gallons per acre,sprayer is applying liquid at a rate of

(gpa).

12. If the rate of spray is not correct for the purposes you have in mind, you
will have to the rate the sprayer is applying liquid.'

13. T ere.arkseveral factors that you can change to adjust tts
a lied per acre.

.,

Flow rate from the noizles is one fadtor.

The faster liqu(d flows from the nozzles, the
applied. . J

of pesticide

pesticide

14. The flow rate depends on 2 things:

PR EES6RE NOZZLE

r-",

The amount of

And tlyt size of the

ajiplied to the liquid in the sprayer.

opening..

15. An increase in pressure %ail flow rate.
S.

A (eduction in pratsure will flow.rate.

96,



'16: 'However: presiuri must be increased four (4) ti es in order to cloud:Ile the_
$ A

flow iate. 4 . ..

. ,

If a 'stIrtVer. applies 1 pint of liquid per minute at 25 pound's per squire
: inar (AC how much prssure is needed to inCrease thi4low rate to..2,pinti

,
.._

per minute? - . .. . : ,..

B. 100 psi

"
.17. - Changes in pressure may changetahe nozzle'Penern and droplet site.

110

LoW,pressUre. High Pressure.

7

A.chinge in notzle pattern and droplet size (is/iknOt) always desirable.

1, 18. ;Another way to change the flow rate 1 4 _to use nozzles with larger or
smaller openings.

t

If it is not desirable to change nozzle,0 patterns or droplet size, then flow
rate can be 'changed by using- nozzlei with larger or irmiller

19. Another Way to change the rate of appljcation per acre is to change the
ground speed Of the sprayer.

/%111

,s7zravozrargstier*-
....rbtslower:the sprayer,moves, the spray isapplitt

the irea.

4

4404'



20.
1 Acre

1§ Gallons

In the situations aktove, both sprayers have sprayed 10 gallons. In(the first
picture the sprayer applied gallons per acre.

I n the second case, , the faster Moving sprayer applies only
gallons per acre*

If the sprayer slows down and applies-10 gallons to 14 acre, the spFayer is
applying liquid a-t arate of gallont per acre.

,
22. , IncreAsing the grOu .speed of the sprayeF means (mOre/less) spray per

. acre.'

- Slowing down the ground speed of the sprayer will (increase/decrease) the f,

1 rate of application.

23. Increasing the -speed of the tractor pulling the sprayer fropi 2 miles per
hour to 4 miles per hour will (if pressure and nozzle size stay the same):

A. cut the application rate in half.
B. double the application rate.

If the application rate above was 10 gallons per acre at 2 miles per hour,
what will the new application rate be?

24. When pressure, speed or nozzle size ha`Ve been changed, you should:

A; try to figure out how much sprayer,output has changed.
B. recalibrate the sprayer tly a trial run on a measured piece a

land. ,

579
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..

t.
.25. ',,Suppose you are recalkirating your sprayer and, fing that. after sp eying 1

,

-- acre-withtter, the tahk needs 8 gallons to 'toil it off.- ;

The firayectirlk hords 50 gallons, and the Regicide label instru
rapRly 2 pints per icre.

. aveASr- r rate is
. . -I, WV .

,- The 50 gann tank it'll spray'

Theknumberpf pints Per tenkful isf

1

acres.t

. .
26. \lloipply pesticide evenlj, andaccuratelY,the sprayer must:

O. 1

A. .,"MOve at a constant speed.

'''''..--711.1N;;;,-tiperite 'ate constant pressure. .

. d. . Both of these:

APOLVINq WETTABLE,POWDER

. 27. Wettable-Powders are designed to be applied with a sprayer.

A 50% wettable powder forthulation is:
43

A. all adtive ingr
B. /half aCtive ingredient.

4, .

There ie'" 1 poundslof active ingredient in ,1 pound of
. I .

,.
50% Wettable pcnider formulaticin.

29. There is pounds of, active ingredignt irv 1 pound of
25% wettable povitir forMUlation. 3

_ t?

30. If the label instructs you to apply 1 pound
how much 5696,wettable powder' formulatio

ingredient per acre,
applied per acre?

31. Your-50 ah n spr yer is calibrated to applY 10 gallons per,acre. The label
directio'ns on pesticide container instruct you to apply the 50%! we%
table powder formulation4at a rate of 1 pound of active ingredient per

'acre. ,

f
How Mucp we ttable powder formulation should be added per tankful of

41



MIXING WETTABLE POWDER

32. Wettable powder presents some problems in mixing.

'Wettable powders do not dissOlve in water. Instead, they form a mixture
like flour and wafer.

If you simply cluthp the bag of wettable powder into thp sprajter tank you
will get:

A. an.evén mixtdre.
an Uneven mixture that m'ay be full of lumps.

,

33. First, the wettable powder must be added to a clean bucket that-is partial-
ly full of water. The resulting mixture; called'a slurry, is then mixed well.

Which of.these-shows hoW a slurry is made?

-34. I^The slyry is then added to a partiatlY filled tdnk.:TOis makes unifor;ry
_SEmixing possible.

,v The slary should be added as shown iq which picture?



.!

35. After the tank is fitI with water, the contents must be agitated to keep
the'wettable powder from settling to the bottom.

While 'filling the partially filled tank with water, 'you Mus\tth vithe agita-
a tor (off/workrrig).

36. To Wax we ta le powder, first put the 0owder into a clean bucket partially
fined '/Vith

By stirring the mixture you make a

37: Next, the slurry is addedto a (completely/partially) filled spray tank.

38. As water is added to fin the tank, the agitator should.4 be
,) the liquid in the spray tank.

r)

MAINTENANCE' OF SPRAYERt

39. When operating a sprayer, it is better to:

A. wait for trouble to occur.
B. try to prevent trouble.

40. One way to prevent trouble is to correctly follow instru ons for spiayer
operation.

These instructions can be found in the operator's



41. 4n order to prevent clogging or accidental mixing o ifferent pesticides:
old formulations (should/should noVbe left i the sprayer.

The sprayer should be drained and rinsed:
5

A. after each use:
B. about' once a month.

42. Sometimes equipment clogs or other trouble occurs while the equipment
....being used.

tf this happens:

F
A. try to finish spraying and then correct the problem.1
B. turn off the sprayer at once.

43. ThIe will be less danger of an overdose in the field if:

A. the sprayer is left in the middle of the field while repairs are.
being made.

B. the sprayer is moved to the edge of the field before making
repairs. 1

44. Some pesticides require special protective clothing during handling and
application.

Should a protectiv9 mask or gloves be removed when making an emer-
genCy repair of 1(sprayer? (yes/no)

45. If nozzles clog or other trouble occurs in the field during spraying:

the sprayer.

Move it to the of the field beforedismounting
to correct the problem.

The operator Joitp/should not) remove protective clothing while
making repairs.

102
543.



t o .

USE ANI5 CARE Or,NCCZZLES

pi .. ,
46: One source of .ntial ticrub ale orh sprinter is the, nozzles. .

, k ,
, .

2' -The heightof the-nozzles.above the material being'sprayed is imPortant,

IN

'This nozzle height (affects/4es not affect) the spra9 pattern:

47. Before spraying, the noz,ziejt. must be:.adjusted to the prope r

for te-job./

,

et,
-48. All nozzles on the sprtter should be of the proper type and size for the

job. Each noz4le in the i em musfdeliver igrrated amount of pesticitcle.

. Nozzles that are not flowing at the pope: rate or 'have faulty spray pat-
,

I
_ \

The spray patterns below are fibril fkit fan n zzles. Which no4e should
be replaced? , a 1'4'

terns should be replaced.:

a

. 49. The flow ratestof each nozzle Should be checked.

Flow'rate is the'arnount of liquid coming from the nozzle in &given period
of time.

Floy ratetan be measured in:
,

fluid ounces.
minutes.

C. ,fluid ounces per minute.

1 Minute

Fluid .

19 Ounces
5

5-14
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50. The flow rate of each nozzle can be checked by filling Ihe sprayer with
Water'andrunning each nozzle for a Rinute into a thiasurin§ jar.

What is ttie flow rate for the nozzle below?

3

21 Flu
uidd0 Ces

41

5. Any nozzle that has a floW(ate of
of the nozzles in the system should

Suppose the aiferage pf a boom of
0.4. Which of the following no;zles

Nozzle

5 perceRt r4ire or less than the average
be replaced. ,

-

nozzlei is 8 fI Pr.:per min.
4,

of 8 is
shOuld be ileiilaced?

Flow "Rate

8.3 fl. oz./min.
8.5 fl. oz./min.
7.8 ft. oz./min.
7.5 fl. oz./min.

-52. What is the average flow of these 5 nozzles?

Nozzle Flow Rate

A

C.

10.0 fl. oz./min.
10.5 fl. oz./min.
9.5 fl. oz./min.

10.1 fl. oz./min.
9.9 fl. oz./min.

5.3?. What is 5% of 10.0 fl. oz./miri.?

54. What flow rate is 5% above 10.0 fl. oz./min2

What flow rate is 5% below 10.0 fl. oz./min,?

4

5-15



55. Which Of these nozzles is 5% more or less than the average and should be
replaced?.

Nozzle Flow Rale

A 10.0 ft. oz./rrtin.
B. -10.5 fl. oz./min.

9.5 ft. oz./min:
10.1,fl. oz./min.
9.9 fr. oz./min.

56. Which of these nozzles should be replaced?
4.

Nozzle Flow R

A 6.9
7.0 fl. oz./min.

C 7.5 fl. oz./min.
D 6.5 f I. ,

E 7.1 f I. oz./min.

57. Nozzles that are clogged should' be cleaned. This must be done with some-
thing that will not damage the ntizzle openings

,
The tool used to clean a nozzle'shouldibe made from a mateikialllet "

tr (harder/Softer) than re nozzle matedalt

a

58. Which of these is softer than such nozzle materials as brass or" stainless
steel t

Choose all that app
steel wire.
wooderi toothpick.
toothbrush,
pOcket knife.
Teta

5 . Nozzles should be 'cleaned only'vvith a toothbrush or-wooclen toothpick.

. A piece of lire fencing'or a naii (will/witl not) damade the nozzle.

105
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DUSTERS AND GRANULAR APPLICATORS

64. Dusters and gra .ular applicators apply dry forinnions dropping the

formulation 'on the target.or blowing it on the ta'rget.

(7-

..<11 v
1

The speed at which the formulation \s fed depends on how fast the appli-
cator is moving. Changes in the land speed of a duster or grnular appli-
cator (will change/will not change) the rate'of delivery.

61. Bouncing a duster or granular apPlicator will:

A.. cause variations in delivery.

B. not affect application..
4

, .

62. The manufacturer's, Operating manual will tell you how to set gate open-
ings for' the product you are going to use.

-Gate openings may var'0- if they are not set from the sarnb direction, such

as from closed to open.

I

closed

/Vet OPENING ,

4' 5

GO ON fo THE NEX11di'g4

--
63. Thij.s'etting W6 originally set by ,moving the dial frorp closed to the 3

position. Later it Was set to 5. How should the control be 'reset to 3?
t

2

dined

GA:rE OPERING

A. Mode it back to 3 from the 5 poiktion.

B. Move it to the closed position first, theRto 3.

L A

"S

5-17
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1,

64. Calibration of a duster or granular applicator' is similar*to the 'calibratioh bf
a sprayer. One differerice is tbe duster ot granular apnlicator rnust,be filled

.. with nestidide formulatton.(

Because it is applying actual pesticide,thicalibitatio4f e &lister or granu-
1" lar appnator should be done on an area (iargerls'maljef) than that used for

a-Sprayer.
I ,.) '

.

65. To calibrate a duster or granular applicator, fill the hopper to a measured .
level. Operate the eqUipment over a measuied area, This should be at least
% acre or 1000 feet of row.

Refill the .hopper to,..the original level, carefully weighing -the'amountiof=
pesticide needed. Ttir amount needed to refill the. hopper. is theamciunt
applied.. t

If the weight of pesticide applied is 1 pound, and the area tre ted;is 3il
acre, the applicator is treating at a rate of pounas peg.-

. ,acre. .,

..66. Ifthe amount applied doei,not fall within 5% bf the recommenigi dosage,
. reset the gate opening and recalibrate.

, .

Stippose the ,recOmmended dosage is 4-0ounds per acre7 WhiCh of these '
would call for recalibration7 .

.

A. application of 4.1 lbs./acre.-- .- e-,.3',4
cy 0, ,,,*

B. application of 4.2 lbs./acre.
.

1 -, .0..4 . ,
. . C. application of 3.9 lbs./acre. I

sAr

D, All of these....
., (. ... °67. While spraying, dusting and applying granular formulationi,' you ihogicl:

keep a record of the total amquot of area treated and the total amaunt-of -..
0

_pesticide used. If there is any significant variation from-the eeconitnended
dosage, you (should/should not) make_the neceisary'adjustmenti: . "rii Y

% e

i- (
REV ISW AND SUMMARY

1. 4 .
68. A sprayer is calibrated by sPraying a measured area with:

.4.

A, plain water. '-

B. pesticide formulation.

,

69. A sprayer 'with 100 gallons capacity requires 20 gallons of water to.nifill it 0
0 after spraying 2,peres.

r
4

lf the pesitici0 label says td apply VA pints of formulation'per acre;how
much pesticide should be 'added to a tank of water in the above sp"rayeri 0

. .
Number tijecres the sprayer can spray' =

_ go 0"NUmber of pints needed for ttis acreage =



70. Whiçh of these will change application rate?

A. change in tractor speed.
B. change in sprayer pressure.
C. change hi eozzle size.
D. All of these.

r"
71 You can double sprayer ut by:

A. Ti doubling sprayer pressure.
B. iocreasing sprayer pressure 4 times.

C. cutting sprayer:pressure in half,

I

72. Reducing sprayer speed frorh 4 rrrph to 2 mph will (half/double/not
change) sprayer output per acre.

73. Your 60 gallon spiayerls calibrated to apply 5 gallons 'of liquid per acre.
The label directions recommend that a 60% wettable,powder formulation
be applied at a rate of 3i pound of active ingredient per acre.

Ho much 50% wettable powder formulation should be added per tankful -
of ater? .

74. When mixing wettable powder:

A. you add the powder directly to a tankful of water..
B. you add the powderto '4 tankful of water.
C; you make it into a slurry first.

75. Nozzles should be cleaned with:

A: a wire.
B. a clean knife.
C. a wooden toothpick or toothbrush.

76. Nozzles that have a faulty sPray pattern should be

77. Instructions on how to 9perate i spreyer,, duster, or granular applicator
can be found In the



4 .
78. If a sprayer clogs during operation, the operator should:

A, stop immediately and fix the problem.
.,B. stop the sprayer and move it to the edge of the field before

doing anything. .

7 . Protective equipment and clothing should bEr while

1 makini emergency repairs on the sprayer.

80. Which of these spray nozzles should be replaced?

Nozlle
1

Flow Rate

A 12.2 fl. bz./min.
12.0 fl. oz./min.
11.8 fl. oz./min.

O 12.7 fl. oz./min.
11.5 fl. oz./min.
11.8 fl. oz./min.

81. Dusters and gratiular . applicators that are applying more or less than
% of .the recommended dosage shbuld be recalibrated.

You have just completed Chapter 6, Use and Maintenance of Pesticide
Application Equipment. Now complete the Post Test found in the back of
this Chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

USE AND MAINTENANCE OF PEStICIDE
APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

I POST, TEST

Answer the following true or false:

1. A change in sprayer pressure will change the flow rate but will not affect the nozzle patterns or spray droplet site.

A. true
B. false

2. In order to properly make emergency repairs in the field, the gperator of the sprairer should dismount and/remove his

gloves and protective mask before working on the sprayer.

A. true
B. false

3. Sprayers should be calitirated by spraying pesticide formulation.

A., true
B. false

. .

4. If you are calibrating a sprayer that has a 200 gallon capacity, you should spray an area large enough' to use at least 20

gallons.

A. true'
B. falie

5. The best iource of e9uipment opdaiing information is from the operator's manual.

A. ;true
B. false

6. Nozzles that have a,faulty spray pattern should be replaced.

A. true
.0. false

Answer:the following multiple choice queitions:

7. Which of these can be used to clean nozzles?

A. clean knife.
B. screw driver.

C. heavy gauge steel wire.
D:, wooden lobthpick or toothbrush.

a

A

If the sprayer nozzles clog during spraying, tfie operator should:

' A. increase pressure to break the clog.

B. stop the sprayer immediately, and unclog the nozzles before doing anything else:

C. turp the sprayer off and move it to the edge of1Ae field before attempting to work on it.

D. continue spraying if enough nozzles ariworking. Fix the sprayer when all of the spray has been-applied.



v ,
. . -

Q. P, 4clpyar is calibrated tO apply 10 gallons per acre at a pressure of 20 psi. What pressure would be required to increase
. ,

the Output to 20 gallons per acre withoufchanging the speed of travel or nozzle size? '.

A. 40 psi
. 6. ,§0 psi ' . .

C. 40 psi .

D. None of these. A change in pressure could not be vsed to produce that large a change in sprayer output.

'It What i.ihe best method to insure proper mixing of a wettable powder formulation?

,I, A. Add the pesticide, then stir the mixture as the tank Jills.
.

B. Make 'a slurry, and pour it into a partly filled tank before filling the tank. Agitaiat s the tank is filled.
. C. Fill the tankto 1/3 full of water, add, the wetiable powder, agitate arid fill to capacity.
D. Mix in ,a barrel .until the powder and water are thoroughly rnixed,.then add to a full tank of water under

,., agitation. ...., . .

- 1+

11. A sprayer is calibrated to apply 20 gallons per acre (gpa) at a speed of 4 miles per hour.
. , .

What Ovould be-the application rate if Os sprayer were Slowed to 2 miles per hoUr?. .

o - \ -5 gpa
\'

1 10 gpa ,

40 gp-a
T '

,

1* There would be no change id appligatAn rate.

I . .

.. ...

'I 4-
. t..12. At which of the following amounts per Acre should you stop and iecalibrate yqur granular applicator If you need a

$.
,recommended dosage of 7 pounds per acre? , k ,I.

'4'AIN'
A. 6.3 lb. per a re. I, )
B. 6.8 lb. per cre.

,

C. Both of thqise would require recalihratiorr,
D. .Neither of hese. They are both within the TY) limit so drat-recalibritkm is unnecessary.

.-

13. In calibrating your sprayer with a 100 gallon capacity, you poured, 64 gallons of water back into the tank to fill/it
after spraying 1/4 of an acre.

. l'
What is the spray. rate in gallons per acre of your sprayer? .. .

A. 18% gpa
- B. 151h gpa

C. 6% gpa

D. 25 gpa

14. Your sprayer has 6 nozzles. In a One minute flow check you find the flow rates as shown below. Which of these.
nozzles will have to be replaced? (Choose all that apply.)

NOZZLE FLOW RATE (in fluid oz./min.)

A 8.0
7.5
8,2
7.8
8.3
8.2
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Problenls Fill in the blanks:

15. your spray tank holds 200 gallons of spray. During calibration, you had to 'replace' 8 gallons of water after
b

spraying

one aCre. it;
This sprayer applies at a rate ot gpa..

A tank full of sp'ray will coVer acres.

Label directions' on a canOf emulsifiable concentrate tell you to apply. 2 pints of the formulation per acre. How many
.pints should you add tO one tank load?

pints
t'

7

d

A sprayer with a 200tallon tanteiscaltbi-ated to apply 40 gallons per acre.

srN
To apply 2 pounds of actt tent Or acre of a 50% wettable powder, you will need to add how Many pounds Of

pesticide formulation int8 t4 t
'14-4

A full tank will cover .) acre§.

r
pounds of active ingredient per tank. .This will require

You must add.. pounds of 50% wettable powder formulation per tankful.

5-23
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USIN

APTER 6

ESTIC DES SAOELY

PRETEST

Answer the V011oWing questions true or false:

,
.
1. Complete direbtiOris for using'a pesticide are found on the label of:the pesticide container.

5

A. true
B: false

-

2. Severe pesticide pOisoning cennot occur unless a pesticide is eaten.

A. true
B. false

_ 3. A sweat suit offers good protec:tion when working with highly toxic pesticides because the material is very absorbent.

A. true
,B, tfaise

4. A "gas mask" Or chemicill canisteelespirator can be used for fumigation work. *

A. true
B. !false

5. .A filter on a cartridge respisetor does not need changingas frequentlY as the filter on a canister respirator.

A. true .
B. false .

frO

Symptoms of most pesticide poisoning may take 24 hours to develop.

,!

.- A. !true
EL. false

I 4.

7. If pesticide poisOning is suspected, the first thing that should be done is to induce vomiting in the victim.
,

! A. true
B. false

Answer the following questions multiple choice:

8. Pesticides should be stored: !

A. in clearly marked containerg.
B. only in the original container.
C. Both of the aboVe.

9. Pwiticidet can cause poisoning when they are:

A. breathed.in.
B. eaten.
C. touched.
D. Any of the above.

6-1
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1

e fotlowinfj would be better head protection during the application ol pesticide?

t. close-titiing cap like those worn bysunleons.,
" B. a cw With a fong visor. :-

C. &construction worker's hard hat. k, .

D. Any.ef the'above.
I

,Whichiwouldrbe better body protection when ivorking with highly toxic pesticiles?

P.
. -

cotton coverbljs.
B. water-proof raincoat.

-;. 10. Which

t.

12. Whict! of

A.; $
E!..

lue jeans end knit shirt.

",
he -following would provide the besseprotection for the feet?'

.

''
:

eakers and heavy wool socks.
igh-tog; leathe631oet.
nlined neoprerie boots.

D. 'Any%f the above.

,k

,

13. Materials wiirn to protect the bodSr while tising pesticides should
. .

abtorbent. -s

ntm-absorbent.

14. This.is a:

A. cartpidge rapirator.
B. self-contained breathing apparatus.
C. gas mask,

1A
).

Respiratorishould be approved by:

A. National Institute for National Safety and Health.
B. Mining Enforcement and Safety Adninittration.
C. Environmental Protection Agency.
D.( A and B, but not C.

11+

16. Clothing used for pesticide work:
,

A. should be dry cleaned.
Jr B. washed in detergegt.

C. washed in soap..

17. Pesticidefare best washed off the body with:

A. soap and water.'
B. detergent and water.
C. baking soda and water.
D. solvent.

114
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18. When a pesticide is swallowed:

A. you should see a doctor right away.
B. induce vomiting.

19. How often should you clean your clothing, gogglesand resitutor face mask used during pesticide applj tion?
e

A. about Once a week.

B. about once a month.
, C. after each use.

D. when they get dirty.

Fill in ihe blanks.
.

, 20. When taking a patient. to a doctor xou shoukl take the Pesticjde with you.

, 2/ . ..
21. Pesticide poisoning symptovii will usually occur within houri of exposure.

,-

o

115
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CHAPTER 6

ING PESTIaIDES SAFELY

LEARMNG RROGRAM

1. ,Mot pesticides can cause Severe illness or even death if misused. However,
registered OesticideS can be used safely if correctiprocedures are followed.

Thi Is chapter .will cover how to ontect yourself during pesticide -applica-
tion and what to do in case of pois9ning.

I

Gd ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

2. Y4 can avoid trouble with pesticides if you firit read .the'directions for

use.

Tpii information can be found on the pesticide

. Th"fpesticide label is important::

1

What if the pesticide were put in a new container? Would you have access
to the original label instructions? (yes/no)

4. Is it possible to mistake pesticide stored In a food container as something'

to eat or drink? (yes/no)

Pesticides should be:

A. kept in original containers:
B. Transferred to new containers after they have been opened.

,

6-5
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6.

Pesticides should also
trained sons. .

brf stored away from and un-
e.

To prevent accidents with pesticides you should:

Take care tolollow directions on the

Keep pesticides in their original

Use and store pe" esticides awaY from

POISONING

8. Most deaths caused by pesticidei pow' wf:1\in,e person accidently eats or
the product. '

s
This may occur because the pesticide Was pladed in an unmarked contain-
er.

However, there is a more subtle way this can happen. If a person gets
pesticides on his hands 'during application, could he get the product into
his mouth?. (yes/no)

9. A person can alse get a pesticide into hii body by breathing it in, or
getting it on his skin. Most pesticides can get into the body through the
skin.

You can be poisoned from a pesticide by:

A. breathing it.
. B. eating it.

C. touching it.
D. Any of these.

10. Therefore, during the application of a pesticide, you should not:

A. breathe pesticide mist, dust or vapor.
B. allow it on your skin.
C. get it on your hands.
D. Allbf these.

117
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PROTECTING YOUR-BODY FROM PESTICIDES

11. In' general, the more of Our body cOyered during the application of

cides the better.

tven in hot weather, when IlOplYing pesticides You.should wear (long/
short) sleeved shirts and (long/short) pants.

A coverall type of garment as sho n above (would/would not) be good for
pesticide application. -

13. For increased protection, the material in protective garments should be:

A. loosely woven and absorbent.
B. tightly woven and non-absorbent.

14. Which of these materials,would be good for pesticide work?

blue jean denim

knit shirt

"see through" miterial

cotton Wound in work shirts

15. In addition, when working with highlY toxic or highly concentrated pesti,
ciaes, you shotildbe covered with something:

B.

/

waterproof.
absorbent.

16. Which of these would be better ,to wear when working with highly toxic
pesticides or pesticide concentrates?

A. rain coat.
B. sweat shirt.

^



17. Which man is wearing better protection for "working with highly toxic
materials?

18. To protect hands from pesticides, the applicator should wear

0.

19. The applicator will be safer if the glove material is ntade from (absorbent/
non-absorbent) material.

f

20. For most pesticides, gloves shOuld be made from:

A. *neoprene rubber.
B. cotton.
C. leather.
D. Any of these.

21. Gloves lined with a fabric are absorbent and could hold pestici against
your skin.

Therefore, neoprene gloves used in pesticide work should be (lined/
unlined).

119
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22. Like gloves, boots used in pesticilapplicat, should be made froni:

A. unlined neoprene.
B. cotton and leather.

23. To prevent a pesticide from getting into, your gloves and boots, pant legs
and shirt sleeves should be worn outside your gloves and boOts..

This is showy& correctly in which picture?

The head, neck and face can be protected by wearing a hat.

The neck and face are protected by the of the hat.

120
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a.

4
.

25. The hat worn during insglcde applicatiori should have elwidefne-riow)
torim. a

,
. .

26.. The hat shbuld also be (Waterproof/absorbent).;
141

- 21. WhiCh of these would be a good halt for pesticide work?

plastic hard hat

rain hat

baseball cap

straw hat.

felt hat

r

28.' The sweatband in the hai should be:

A. absorbent material.
B. plastic.

The eyes must be protected fl-om peqicides by wearing.
or a face mask,

30. Again, absorbent head bands on goggles should be avoided...

Which of these would be better on goggles used in riestici work7.'

A. elastic fabric headbands.
B. neoprene headbands.

6- 1 0 .
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RESPIRATORY DEVIC'ES

31. The applicator's breathing Must be protectediduring the handling of a

pesticide.

Pesticide dusts and sprays may consist of:

A. gases (vapors).

B. small particles or droplets.
C. Both of the above.

32. Therefore, sprays, dusts and vapors (can/cannot) be filtered out of the air.

,1

Retpirators are filtetsint devices that scrdin out and trap droplets, dust
particles and vapors before they are breatried in.

Dusy' . :

Filter

Fumicrint migant

Respirators can be used to protect the wearer against:

A. :pesticide dusts, sprays and vapors.
B. -fumigants.
C. Both of these.

'

34. The glwtypes of respirators you should use-when applYing pesticides are
those approved by the National Institute for National Safety and Health
(NIOSH) and the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA).

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

1
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36. The pictures below show 2 types of respirators.

CANISTER
FILTER

/CARTRIDGE
FILTER

"GAS MASK"

rThe chemical cartridge respirator covers:

A. nose and mouth only.
B. eyes, nose and mouth.

36. The chemical- respirator uses a face mask that covers
the whole face.

37. Which type of respirator requires the user to wear separategoggles?

A. chemical cartridge respirator.
B. chemical canister Fespirator.

38. Which type is also called a "gas mask"?

A. chemical cartridge respirator.
B. chemical canister respirator.

A

.39. Which respirator has the larger filter element?

A. chemical cartridge respirator.
B. chemical canister respirator.

A



40. Label th pictures as chemical cartri'dge or canister respirators.'

*, A. B.

41.-

A. can last indefinitely.
B. fill up and must be rePlaced.

42. When working with pesticides, the cartridges and canisters on chemical
respirators must be changed every day or more often if You can smell
chemical vaPors.

How often do iou change cartridges'and canisters?

A. every day.
B. if you can smell chemical vapors.
C. Both of these.,

43. Used cartridges and canisters contain pesticide.-Therefore, these filters:*

A. can be thrown in the trash.,
- B. must be.disposed of as directed for the pesticide.

44. Respirators can .only filter air. They cannot supply you with oxygen.

If oxygen is low or where fumigants,are used, which of these devices can
protect the wearer best?

A.

9

6-1 3
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CARE AND CLEANING OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESPIRATORS

- 45. Clothing can collect pesticides. To prevent a dangerous build-up, clothing
used for pesticide work should be cleaned:

A. after each use.
8:- when it gets dirty.

48. If you spill a pesticide on your clothing you should:

A. wait until the end of the job to change your clothes.
B. change your clothes right away. -

47, Pesticide concentrates are particularly hard to remove from clothing.

If your clothing gets wet from pesticide concentrates or highly toxic pesti-
cides, it should be (washed/destroyed).

48. In any event, because of the pesticide hazard, contaminated clothing (can/
should not) be stored or washed with the family wash.

49. Detergent is better at removing pesticides than soap:.

Clothing used in pesticide work should be washed with

IS,f

50. The face piece of ihe respirator and goggles must be washed:

A. after each use.
B. when they get dirty.

51. Wash the' face piece with detergent and water, rinse it and dry it with a
clean cloth.

The respirator should be stored in a clean, dry place away from pesticides.

A good pl33 to store the respirator is.

A. where your protective clothing is stored.
B. next to the pesticide containers.

...'

52. You should be sure that the respirator fits your face.

Long Sideburns, glasses, beards,etc. can:

. 1A. make a good seal.

B. prevent the respirator from sealing_

125
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53. To review what we have covered so far:

The purpose of protective clothing and respirators is:
. -,,

A. to keep you from breathing'pesticide.
B. to keep pesticide awiy from your skin'.

D. All of these.
C. to keep the pesticide off.of your hands.

is.....

54. Protective clothing should be made from (loosely/tightly) woven fabric.

55. Which of these is a better hot weather outfit for pesticide work?
%. v4

A. knit shirt and light cotton pants.
B. coverell garment of tightly woven cotton.

1

,r

56. ou
,Cr%

are handling highly toxic or- comientfeted pesticides, your outer
germent.should be:

A. overalls.

B. a raincoat.

57. Which of theseis a better head covering for applying pesticides?

A. t scarf.

B. baseball cap.
C. plastic hard hat.

58. Unless otherwise specified by the label, gloves and boots used for pesticide,
( plicaion.should be:a

A. canvas or leather.

B. lined neoprene.
C. urilined neoPrene.
D. Any Of these.

59. You will need to wear goggles with a chemical respi-

rator.

A chemical respirator is also called a "gas mask".

60. How often should protective clothing, goggles and respirators be washed?

126
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61. Gogglei and respirators should be washed with detergent, and then:

A. air dried.
wiped dry with a clean cloth.B.

62. The respirator type you use for pesticide work should berme approved by:

A. NIOSH.'
B. The Mining Enforcement and Safety Admfnistration.
C. Roth of these.

FIRST AID

63. Pesticides can be washed off your body.

After applying pesticides you should.viash using:

A. 'tletergent and water.
B. soap and water.

64. If you get pesticide on youNskin, remove it as quickly as possible by
washing with and water.

65. Prompt washing may prevent sickness even when the spill is very large.

Therefore, the first thing you should do after a spill is
with and water.



66. Hair and fingernails are plates where pesticides may be difficult to wash
off.

,

In case of contact with pesticides, you should pay careful attention to
washing your hair and under your

If you inhale a pesticide, get to fresh

it

immediately.

68.
. TIM PRODUCT CONTAINS U ta Of PUMP NO IIIALLON

MITOIS It A MOISTINED TRADOMAIllt Of AZ COPPORATION

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER POISON

tt STATEMENT Of PRACTICAL TREATMENT

it eau auto Aria. immia.. 05. OM 110
Isms* Mu. Ca

0 MONK 10 O C..
SO "If Pc S 116 Cd

0 00 moue Sta..
mop O. ow..

SU 111011 MOIL PON *OPTIONAL.
PMECAUTICNIANY STATEMENTS

If you have inlialed a pesticide, you should at least contact a
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69. If you splash a pesticide into your mouth or swallow it, rinse your mouth
out with several glasses of

70. If theceir any chance that ydu swallowed pesticide, yOu shduld:

A. wait to see if you get sick.
B. get to or be taken to a doctor right away.

71. Sometimes it is much safer for the victim to be made to vomit up the
pesticide.

Other times the pesticide is so causiic that it will damage the mouth and
throat if it is vomited. It is safer to leave in the stomach.

TIN koourt CORTARO NE US Of PROW Put GALLON
PUTOPP II A 11111101111E0 MINCERIARIC Of A.E CORPORATION

KEEP OUT OF REAC'H OF CHILD1EN

DANGER POtSON

summon Q0 meneit.. TREATMENT11..;......0 ors...e. 11 C. 110.oP M 11 04 ft 10 me. er 05 Callehly
elo MOM

vb
Is . eon.,...... ow irk .

.

Ims min FOR ADENT)ONAL
PRECIAITIONART STATEMENIN

Instructions as to whether the victim should be made to Vomit can be
fourid on.the pesticide

72. If a person has been poisoned, his syMptoms must be Watched constantly,
or he may die.

A person who has been poisoned (should/should not) be left alone.

'fib
A. .

7 . If you have-to'go for a doctor, the poison Victim should be:

A. left in a quiet place.
B. left witIrsomeone else to watch him.

6-18
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7 . The pesticide label gives specific instructions to the doctor on how to treat
the poison victim (for eXample). '

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS`$

DANGE R

HAZARDS TO HUMANS
(8t DOMESTIC ANIMALS)

Poisonous by wallowing or Inhalation.
Do norreatheisprax mist. Do not get
in eyes. Avoid Contact with skin. Wear

mask or respirator Of typepassed by
the U. S. Bureau of Mines for D. Pesto
protectiOn. For emeigenCy insistence
call 000-000-0000
TO PHYSICIAN: De Pato is a rover-
table cholinesterase inhibito!.. .Do not
use oximis 'such as 2-PAM. Give Atro-
pine 2mg. Intravenously or subcutane-
ously. If in eye instill 'one drop of,
Homatrophine.

If you take-a person to the doctor because of suspected pesticide poison-
ing, the doctor, will need the pesticide

75. Therefore, the pesticide lebel or the container should be taken to the
doctor.

If the container must be carried, it should be taken in:

A. the trunk or back of the truck.
B. the back seat.

76. It is a good idA to carry the pesticide container in the passenger section of
a car or truck? (A /no)

SYMPTOMS OF PESTICIDE POISONING

77. Pesticide, poisoning symptoms rarely, appear more than 12 hours after
exposure.

SiCkness that occurs more than 12'_hours.aftitrpOtipicie Ire&tment proba-
bly (is/is notLdue to pesticide poisoning.

78. Even with illness that occurs more-than 12 hours after Rossible pesticide
exposure, is it a good idea to check witt) A doctor anyway?;(yes/no)

6-19
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79. One type of poisoning is due to pesticides like,parathion. These, pesticides
injure the nervous system.

. fr.

Parathion poisoning would more likely produce which of these symptoms:

A. dizziness.
B. skin blisters.

80. Exhibit in the back of this -Chapter shows the levels of symptoms pro-
duced by parathion poisoning or poisoning by similar pesticides.

Symptoms of poisOning oCcur in stages. You can expect-a poison victiin
to:

A. get mild symptoms first.
B. drop over immediately with severe symptoms.

There are 3 stages of poisoning: Mild, moderate and severe. Which Ofthese
symptoms Will appftr first?

A. muscle twitches and unconsciousness.
B. sweating, nausea and stomach cramps..

1

82.- During moderate and severe stages of pesticide poisoning, the symptoms
(such as headache and dizziness) that first appeared during the mild stage:,

A. disappear.
B. get worse.

83. Another example of pesticide p6isoning is with fumigants and solvents:

This type of pois6ning will occUr when a person (eats/breathes) the pesti-
cide.

84. The signs and symptoms of fumigant or solvent poisoning are:

poor coordination

slurred words

confusion

sleep

A person who has been poisoned by fumigants appears drunk.

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME '



85. A person who has been poisoned by breathing fumes from solvents more
likely will:

,

A. develop a quick heartbeat.
B. get sick to his stomach.
C. get sleepy.

REVIEW AND SUMMARs?

86. To prevent accidents with pestio44es you should:

Take care to follOw directions on the

Keep pesticides in their original

Use and store pesticides away from

87. Protective clothing should be designed to:

A. keep you frodit breathing pesticidei.
B. keep pesticides off your skin.
C. keep pesticides off your harids.
D. All of the above.

88. *To keep pesticides off ond out of your body, protective clothing should be
(absorbent/non-absorbent). . .

89. Gloves and shoes should be made of

90. Hats should protect the head frownlpesticides.

Nats should be noh-absorbent and hive a all around.

91. Respirators protect you from breathing in chemical dusts. /

.The dust is trapped nby a whicheis pa t of the respiri-
tor unit.

92. To provide constant protection, a respirator mustfie cleaned and the filter
changed periodicallV.

The-respirator should be wished



93. Canister filters need changing

Cartridge filters need %hanging

A

° day of use.

day of use.

94. The most effective-elegiing agent for clothes, equipment and the body is ,
(soap/detergent) and water.

95. If you swallow or breathe in a pesticide you should see a doctor.

To help the doctor determine the proper treatnient, you should bring the
pesticide with you.

96. Since some of the symptoms of pesticide poisoning re so.severefor
example, Unconsciousnessthe poisonyictim should beiatcied carefully.

He or she (should/should hot) be left alone.

97. The symptoms of pesticide poisoning usually occur within
hours_Of gxposure.

96: The first symptoms are mild and they get prqgressively worse.

WhiCh of these would be a mild symptpm of pesticide poisoning?

A. loss of9consciousness.

B. vomitihg and diarrhea.

Pestiddes like parathion affect the nervous system.

A symptom of parathion poisoning might be:

A. dizziness.
B. skinthlisters.

100. Circle .the symptoms that might occur in the severe.stage of pesticide
4poisoning:

unable to walk .

411 riifficulty in breathing..

secretiops from the moUttl

vomiting

loss of consciousness
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,
.diffitulty:ip breathing./
'secretiord.from -the robUth.
loss of donSciousnessi.

101. Fumigants and solvents poison when they,are (swalldwed/breathed in).
.

IN

breathed in, /
102. A person with fumigant or solvent poisoning might appear to be drunk.

1.-le or she will be more likely to (vomit/get sleepy and confused).

get sleepy and confused. You have now icompleted Chepter 6,, Using Pesticides Safely. Now corn-
:Pike the post test found in the back talhis Chapter. -,



CHAPTEll 6

USING PESTICIDES' SAFELY

POST TEST
Answer the following questions-true or false:

1. Complete directions for using a pesticide are found on the label of the pesticide container.

A. true.
B. false .:

,

2. Severe:pesticide poisoning cannotiocourn:unteis a pesticideisiter- k

1

A:, true. -
4 B. false

ct. .

oliP--
. , , v , .,

3. A s t sbit Offers good protectioniWhen working with highly toxic pesticides because the mated& is verVabsorbent.
,

.A. true
B. alse

4. A "gas mask" or chemical canister respirator can be used for fumigationwork.

A. true
B. false

5. A filter on a cartridge respiratddoes not need changing as frequently as the filter on a canister resRirator.

A. true
B. false

6. Symptoms of most pesticide poisoning may take 24 houis to develop.

A. true
B. false

.

7. If pesticide poisoning is suspected, the first thing that should be done is to inSuce vomiting in the victim.

A. true'
B. false

Answer the following questions multiple choice:

8. Pesticides should be stored:

A. in clearly meoirecf containers.
B. ,pnly in the original container.
C. 'Eioth of the above.

9. Pestk.ides can cause poisoning when they are

A. breathed in.
B. eaten.

C. touched.
D. Any of the above. 3.5
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.10. Which of the following would be better head protection during the application of pesticide?

A. close-fitting cap like ihose worn by surgeons.
B. ,a cap with a !Ong visor.
C. a construction Worker's hard hat.
D. Any of the above.

ist

11. Which would be better body protection when working with highly toxic pesticides?

tton coveralls.
ater-proof raincoat.

c. blue jeans and knifishirt.

12: Whi 40,the following would provide the best protection for the feet?

A., sneakers and heavy wool socks.
' B. high-top leather shoes.

C. unlined neoprene boots. t
D. Any of the above.

13. Materials worn to protect the bOdy while using pesticides should be:

A. highly absorbent.
B. non-absorbent.

14.l.This is a:

A. cartridge respirator.
B. self-contained breathing apparatus.
C. gas mask.

15.. Respirators should be approved by:

A. National Institute for National Safely and Health.
B. Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration.
C. Environmental Protiction Agency.
D. A and B, but not C.

16. Clothing used for pesticide work:

A. should be dry cleaned.
,B. washed iridetergent.
C. Washed in soap..

17. Pesticides are best washed off "the body with:

A. soap and water.
B. detergent and water.
C. baking soda and, Watei*.
D. solvent.
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t
18. Whentepekt1cide is swallowed:

A. 401b shobld see a doctor right Away.
B. induceAomiting.

4
19. How often.,should you clean your clothing, goggles and respirator face mask usqd during-pesticide application?

A/about once a week.
about once a month.

C. after each use.
D. when they get dirty.

Fill in the blanks:
r .

-

20. When taking a patient to a doctor you should take the pesticide with you.

21. Pesticide poisoning symptoms will usually occur within hours of exposure.

4
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RILD POISONING

Fatigue

Headache

Dizziness .

Blurred Vision
,Too riwahSweating ahd Salivation
Nausea and-Vomiting
Stomach Cramps or Diarrhea

.?

MODERATE POISONING

Unable tdWalk
Weakness '

Chest Discomfort
Muscle Twitchei.
Constriction of Pupilbf the Eye
Earlier Symptoms Become mire Severe

SEVERE POISONING

Unconsciousness
Severe CoostriCtion of Pupil of the Eye
Muscle Twitches
Secretions from Mouth and Nose
Breathing Difficulty
Death if not Treated

0
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CHApTER 7

THE ENVIRONMENT AND-THE LAW

Answer the 'following questions true or false:
;

PRE TEST

1. Using pesticides in a way other than as di,recifpl olt the labisys a violation of Federal Law.
f.

A. true s-, B. lalse /4

2. In order to reduce the vaporization'ofves,tfEidiis, You should apply them in the coo/ part of the day.....,,,

A. true
B. false

3. Farm produce coming to market shoukrhave no pesticide residue on or in it.

A. true
B. false

4. Tolerance levels are given in parts per million.

A. true
B. false

5. Pesticides should be mixed and loaded out of doors in daylight.

, A. true
B. false

,

6. Pesticide containers can be reused to store other chemicals, but only if they have been thoroughly cleaned.

A. true

B. false

7. When mixing ppsticides, you should Work alone: so as

A. true
B. false

to reduce the chance of an accident.

8. One good way to clean up a pesticide spill is by soaking the pesticide up in sawdust or soil and shoveling it ioto
leakproof containers.

A. true
false ()

9. Pesticide drift cliqbe reduced by reducing sprayeL pressure.

A. ,true
B. false

71



10. Empty pesticide containers can be disposed of by burying.

A. true
B. false

11. Small numbers of papdr pesticide containers may be burned if local regulations allow it:

A. -true

B. false
a..

12. If a spill occurs on a public street or roacloyou should contact the local authorities before doing anything else.

A. 'true
B. false

13. A barn is a good staage place for pesticides if tbe pesticides have their own special storage area.

A. true
B. false

Answer the following multiple choice questions:

14. If you have a pesticide leftover and cannot reuse it, the excess can be:

A. washed down a drain With a large quantity ofwater.
B. buried in a hole at least 18 inches deep.
C. placed in a special landfill area.
D. taken to the local dump.

15. Restricted use pesticides can only be legally used b:

o7,k( certified applicators.
B. private applicators.
C. , commercial applicators.
CI:. Any of these.

16. The safest place to transport pesticides is in the back of a:

A. pickup truck.
B. paneled truck.
C. covered jeep.
D. station wagon,

17. Pesticides should be transported and stored in:

A. a special sealed container.
B. sprayer tanks.
C. -the original container.
D. Any of these.

18. Which of these is the best building material for a pesticide storage building?

A. wood and shingle.
F. plywood

. sheet *M.
D. brick.

7-2
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19. If strong winds come up during pesticide application:

A.' stop immediately.
B. finish the job, but at a slower pace.
C. finish the job, but at a lower sprayer pressure.
D. continue the application tAess'dtift becomes a problem.

20. Match the following:

A. Tolerance 1. Long-lived.pesticide.
B. Persistent pesticide 2. Area or pact to be treated foi.
C. Accumulative,pesticide 3. Pesticide that can buitd-uP inside the body.
D.
E.

Residue 4. First source of informatioci on pesticide restrictions, ,quantities for
treatment, dates for treatmeM before harvest, etc.

rS.?
EPA

ppm 5.F. Movement of dust or spray on air currents.
Label 6.G. Pesticide left on prOduCe.
Drift 7.H. Meatture of pesticide residue on produce.

.Target 8.I. Saie level of residue on produce.
9. Agency that sets tolerance levels.

Fill in the blanks:

21. Some ways pesticides can move out of a target area are:

A. they can in hot weather.
B. they can be eroded atongAth particles.
C. they can leach thrOugh the 568 into ground

.-
22. A pesticide storage buikting shOuld:

. .

A. have a

B.

C.

D.

be built from
have a

be well
r. r

: flooi.
,,faroof materials.

on the sloor.
well ventilated.

141
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CHAPTER 7

qVIRONMENt AND THE LAW

LEARNING, PROGRAM

1. In recent years there has been increasing concern as to the effects pesti
cides have on people and their surroundings.

The use and misuse of some pesticides has resulted in the passage of laws,
regulating pesticide use.

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

2. Pesticides can kill wildlife, contaminate drinking water, poison domestic
animals and plants, and poison people. However, if pesticides are used
correctly, all of these problems can be reducad.

This chapter will cover: (1) how pesticides can threaten the environment,
(2) procudures for preventing environmental damage, (3) safe handling of
pesticides, and (4) what laws may affect you in your handling of pesti-
cides.

GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME

PEllYr1910 E TARGETS AND NON-TARGETS

3.; The target plant or animal is what the pesticide is designed to kill.

likely target pest for an insecticide would be:

A.
B.

the, pea aphid.

the honey bee.

e is a"portion of a pesticide label.

when .Weather conditio.
.from areas treated. 100 not ct..
water by cleaning of equipment

"oposal of wastes. This product is toxic to
.b,eis and should not be applied when
bees are actively visiting the area.

-

A

This pesticide,is designed to kill the pelihaphid. However, it wi// kill:

A. the pea aphid.
honey bee.

Both of these.



5. Unfortunately, pesticides may kill:

A. only target plents and animals.
B. both target and non-target plants and animals.

In order to protect non-target animals .such as bees, pesticides (should/
should not) be applied when they are in-the treatment area.

. Pesticidei also have targetteas o

A
weedy

soybean
field

hich they are to be applied.

In the above area, a herbicide is going tottl used to kill weeds in a soy
bean field. ,t,

The target area is (A/B).

The non-target area is (A/B).

8. Drift is the movement of pesticide spray or dust out of the target area.

9. Drift (1s/is not) desirable.

I.
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10. ' Wind can cause pesticide to drift out of the' feria argi.
, .

PestiCides:

,

A. can be .applied in mpderate or strorigcywinds. with .the right
'precautions.

B. should not be applied in moderate or strong wind, because of
drift.

,
,11. If moderate to strong winds come upwhile you are applyiri4 pesticides,

immediately..

.,SPray pressure affects the way spray comes out a the nozzle.

'N\

C .
(-1/4. _

,
so

"

The higher the sprayer pressure, the (larger/small
,

the spray dropjets.

-.1
,

13. (Large/Small) spray df6,Plets will drift more easily..

.;

7:7
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14. Reducing sprayer pressure and using nozzles w' h larger Openings (in-
creases/reducei) the possibility of drift....-

7oz./min.

0
fr."er'rh

7oz./min.

@2Opsi

I-- ,- ..-..:
......,..............7..........., .....

16. Pesticides can vaporize into the

.,

' 4,34Weite ER44."06410ASUOti" P .4.. .

Pesticide vapor mardrift outf the target area.

GcroN TO THE NEXT FRAME

16. Could people or animals be poisoned by P:e41ade vepors? (yes/np)

,

17. If possible, lioi.J.should use a pesticide that (vaporizes/does not vaporize)
easilY.

1

i

hilI 1I f., 'S ,

' 90 F0 ..- 60 F*

Evaporation is less when liquids are (warm/cool).

4 5.
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19. Therefore, to prevent pesticide vaporization, spraying should be done in
'the (warm/cool) part of the day.

20. Pesticides can move out of a target area into non-target areas by:

A.

B.

produced Ly high sprayer pressure and
small nozzle openings.

of pesticide into the air in hot weather.

21.

,

4401'

Pesticide runoff into streams and lakes can kill

I;

22. Pesticides can leach or soak through the soil and contarriinateground

e

23. After application, most pesticides begin to break down into "harmless
chemicals. The speed at which this occurs differs from pesticide to pesti-
bide.

PESTICIDE
RESIDUE

The pesticide left on crops or in the soil that has riot broken down is called

7-9
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24. Pesticides, can be moved fo where they are not wanted as a

on crops.

%IV ic

25. ,T,ie pesticide residue in soil, even though it'is not reaching Into thearound
water, can move.

TREATED AREA

WIND

If wind or Water erosion' carries the soil particles away, the pesticide
yvill be carried with them.

LW 0

26. Some ways pesticides can move out of target areas to where they are not
wanted are:

1. They can in high wind.
2. they can in hot' weather wic:'-1.17;ove in air

currents.
They can into streams or lakes.

27. (ContinUed from fast frame.)

4. They can "Ithrough, soil into the grouhd
water.

A
5. They o'an be eroded along with particles.

. 6. Ttey Can be carried on harvested crops as
q

PESTICIDE RESIDUES

28. Ideally, harvested 6rops will have no pesticide residues on them. However,
, in, practice, this is almost impossible.

The. Federal Food, Mug, and Cosmetic Act gives the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency the authority to set safe limits on the amount of residue
on farm products.

*The EPA:

requires that there be no residues on farm products, going to
market. .

4
B. sets limits on how much residue will be allowed on products

ring to, Market.

7-10 s
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29. The amount of pesticide residue allowed on farm products and Considered
safe ki called a tolerance.

Thd' amount of pesticide residue on a crop when harvested 'must be
the tolerance level set by the.EPA.

30. For most pesticides, the pesticide begins,to break down right after applica-e

Usually, the residue Mil reach the tolerance' level (before/after) applica-
.

tion.

1.

31% EPA takes into eecount the timeit takes to break down pesticide residues.
From this they compute the nienber of days before harvest that a crop can

:11e safely sprayed.
glands of Alfalfa.

Phu. of Do Not Cut
De Pinto co Orme
Per Acre 'Within

days
1, 44 doe.
2 28 dews

RED CLOVER;. self 71kI od1 7110 Ind

. This information can be found where?

3 . Tolerances are given in parts per million (or. ppm). One ppm would be 1
pound of pesticide for each 500 tons of crop.

A tolerance level df '3 parts per million means that it is Linsafe to have

m ore than pounds of pesticide for every
tons st farm product.

3. Suppose the tolerance level for a pesticide on cabbage is set at. 5 ppm. AI
test reveals that there is.'"e residue of 3.4 Ppm qn a shipment of cabbage.

This ,(is/is'not) considered a safe amount. .

I.

34. . Some pesticides persist longer 'than others. These are called persistent pes-
ticides.

Which of these can be applied closer-to. harveit time?

A. a persistent pestieide,
B. a pesticide that breaks down quickly.

148
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35: Some pesticides are 'not only 'persisient,
animaL

These are called a&ulnulatiye fiesticides.

GO ON TOTHE NEXT FRAME

,

but they a so build.up in, an

(t.

' 38: Art aecurntilatffe pesticide is a,persistent pesticifethat:
.

A. builds up in animals.
,

B.. 'breaks down rapidly intp harmless cherpicals,' 4'. '

. Match these:

, Residue'

T9leraFic!
C. Persistent

pesticide
D. AccUmulative

pesticide
.0;

'

Long-lived pesticida
2. Safe level of pesticide residUe
3. Pesticide left on qr, iekarm, pro-

duce
4. Pesticide that can build up in ani-

mals

SAFE HANDLING OF PESTICIDES

38. Many problems arke With pesticides becausp the ,handler did riot think
ahead at the time of purchase.

The first ,and mosx important step in planniiig pesticide prOgram is to
determine

whe5e the pesticide is going to be applied:A.
B.

. -
what pest you need to control.

,

I.

P
Next, the purchaser of pd

,
sticides should find out if he has,the right

equipment to apply that pespcide.

7- 12



40.

He must also know if he needs or has the correct
clothing and equipment.

ai.

4.4.1

'73

Restrictions on use, sclety and environmental precautions, and the amount
of pesticide needed for the job can be determined by reading the pesticide

.42. The pesticide label should be read:

A. .4before purchasing the pesticide.
B. after purchasing the pesticide.
C. Both of these.

43. Some pesti ides are for general use, and some are,iestricted.

REiTRICTED USE/PESTICIDE

0.4v...

RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
FOR RET/)(L'SALE TO AND APPLICATION ONLY BY

CERTIFIED APPLICATORS OR PERSONS UNDER THEIR

DIRECT SUPERVISION
his pesticide:

A. can be used by the general public.
B. can only be used by certified appliadors.

7-13 ,
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44.

In order to purchase restricted use pesticides, you must be

.TRANSPORTATIOND STORAGE

45.,, Care must be taken when carrying pesticides froiii one place to another.

4

e...

The safest place to carry pesticides is n the back of a (pick-up .trucki
station wagon/panel truck).

_

46. Is it a good idea to carry passengers, food or animal feed with the pesti-
. /-

cides? (yes/no)

.

47. When carrying or storing pesticides, you are responsible for4them.

Unlocked pesticides (should/should not) be left unattended.

48. The building storing pesticides should have a on the

v. door.-

49. PeAdes should be stored in a cool, dry place out of direci sunlight.

The storage building should have a (cement/dirt) floor.

50. If the building storing the pesticides caught fire, the smoke and fumes
coming from the 6estiCides would make the fire (more/less) dingerous.

51. The storage building should be made from resistant
materials.

151
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5 . The pesticide ttorage building would be better made from:

A. cinder blocks.
B. wood.

53., Lightilltraiadyeatilation are important.

To prevent accidents and Astakes when handling the pesticides, the inside
of the pesticide storage buiOng should be well

0

54. Pesticide fumes could build up inside the building overa period of time.

Which of these would be a more lure way to clear potential fumes oin of
the building?

A. opening the windows from time to time.
B. installing an exhaust fan.

55. Pes.,.. ides should be stored in:

A. new containers.
B. the original labeled containers.

56. If a pestiCide container breaks or has a leak, the pesticide shovld be trans-
ferred:

A. to a lalle metal drum that Car) be sealed. .

B. to' aicontarner that held exactly the same Rtsticide.

57. Identify the features of a pesticide storage building:

A. it should have a
B. it should be built from -proof materials.

C. it should have a on the door.

floor.

58. Identify the features of a pesticide storage building (continued):

D. it should be well and ventilated with an
fan.

E. 7400d, feed or seed .(should/sliould not) be stOred

17 4, 7-15
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MiXING AND LOADING PESTICIDES

59.

When mixing -and loading pesticides, you
'equipment and clothing.

should be wearing

60. Pets, people and livestock should not be in the mixing and loading area.
However, it is much safer for you to mix pesticides:

A. with someone to help you.
B. alone.

61. The safest place to mix pesticides is (outdoors/indoors).

62. Wind direction is important.

You should try to mix pesticides with the wind coming from which direc-
tion? (A/B)

63. Directions including amounts and methods may have changed since you
used this type of pesticide.

You should read label directions (before/after) opening theatainer.

153
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SPILLS
64. If pesticides are accidentally spilled:

A. allow the pesticide to run off.
B. ç try to confine the spill.

65.

SAND gp DIRT
D IRE

One way to confine the spill and prevent runoff is to build a dike around
the spill with Or

66. The pesticide may have to be removed.

It would be easLer.to remove the pesticide:

A. as a liquid.
if it is soaked up first in some material such as sawdust or soil. -

67. Once the pesticide is soaked -up, it can be shoveled into a leakproof con-
tainer for disposal.

This container can be disposed of:

A. at a local dumii.
B. in a special pesticide landfill.

68. Same arrangement (such as a fence and warning sign) must be made to
keep and out of the spill area
until it is cleaned up.

154
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69. Suppose the spill occurs On.a street or highway. ,

.1

You should:

A. try to contain it immediately.
B. contact the proper authorities.
C. Both of these. r

70. Match the authorities you wduld contact if the spill occurred on:

A. A county road
B. A city street 1. County health official

P. An interstate 2. City police
freeway 3. Sheriff

D. An area near a
body of water

4. Highway patrol

DISPOSAL OF EMPTY CONTAINERS

71, All pesticide containers must be destroyed or buried after use.

To- prevent pesticides from contaminating the soil, glass, plastic and metal
containers should be out before they are disposed of.

72. When emptying the pesticide container into the sprayer, you should be
stire to pour out as much pesticide as possible.

You will do a better job of draining the container if you:

pour the pesticide into thelipray tank as qUickly as possible.
hold the pesticide container upside down an extra 30 seconds
to let it drip.

A.
B.

73. After pouring the pesticide into the spray tank, the container mus
rinsed.out.

You can get a more thorough rinse if you
it. and shake it vigorously, turning it upside

How full should the container be with wate

7-18
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down.

r to get a m6 thorough rinse?



74. The rinse water should then be poured into the

. .

75 Th container should be rinsed:

A. ,
-B.. . at least thrée

76. 7The watdi used to rinse out the pesticide container should go into:

A. the sprayer tank along with, the rest of the pesticide water
.mixture.

B. the sewer or drain.

. Rinsed Containers can be buriediaten#4.

Punciure or break the containeretefore.burying,them..

The Containers should be buried:

close to the surface. ,

B. at least 18 inches below the ,sui-face'wherd 'they will not pol-
lute surface or subsurfaCe water:

_ e

7 . Small nuMberVof paper pesticide containers may be bUMed ikopen

if local regulations permit. ,

rrr

1, '
If you b rn pesticide containe s. stay out of the
fire pr ces.

-19
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FEDERAL LAW

79.

DI AECTIONS TOIT'm
RESTRICTENUSE

It is a violation of Federal law to use
this product in a manner inconsistent
With its labeling. - .

RE-ENTRY STATEMEN

A

Accoiding t6 the pesticide label, it is a violation of
,

law to inisuse this pesticide.

within five days after

80. The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amend
requires that pesticides be classified for either general or restricted use.

This is' the law that requires the userts of restricted pesticides to be certi-
fied.

This law imposes penalties (up to $1000 and 30 days in prison) for: people .
who do not obey the law.

GO ON TO' THE NEXT FRAME

81. Suppose a perstm applies a pesticide in a way not directed by the label
instructions.

That-person might be liable for:

A. a 4ine.

B. imprisonment.
O. Both of these.

REVIEW AND SUMMARY

82. You can avoid harming the-environment, misapplying pesticides, and vio-
lating Federal Law by reading and foitowing direc-
tions.

83. The moxement of pesticide spray or'clust out of the target area is called.

da5T



84. Drift can te preven

, A. not app

B reducing
opening.

85. Pesticide vaporization can be reduced by:

A. choosinco pesticide Ahat does not ypporiz
B. spraying in the cooler part of kheday.

Both of'.thete. °'.

,

85. An equipment operator is careless in the cleaning orhis sprayer, and excess
pesticide is washed onto the ground. This pesticide can cause problems hy:

A. runninELinto Lind killing wildlife.
leachind through the soil ihto'ground (7.

87. Match these terms:

A. Residue AcCeptable level of residue'
B. Persi ent on produce

pest ide ' 2. Pesticide that builds up in
C. Acc thative living things over a period.

pesti 'de. 3. Pesticide left on produce.
D. Toleran 4. Pesticide that breaks down

slowly.

88. ppm stand; fsr
-
per

89. Peiticides can .'rnove into non-target area5 when eropsion carries off
particles. .

,

1*,

6

90. The belt place to trantport 'pesticides is in the back of a

; r

91 The building used to store pesticides should have 'a, (dirt/woOden/cernerxt)
floor.'

It should be built from

7-21
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The pesticide storage bfi(ilding Should also be well
ventilated with an 4 fan.

It should have a on the-door.

food, teed, seed, etc. (should/shciuld nCI)cbeirsiored near pesticides, or
;,.,;.traAps eckiiith them.

,

4

. You have just completed Cliapter 7,Jhe Environment and Th'e Law. Now
u

complete the post test behind this chapter.

.o



. CHAPTER 7

THE NIN/1010:NMENT AND THE LAW
a

'POST TEST

Answer the following questions true or false:
''411

,

1: Using pesticides in a way other than as directed on the label is a violation of Federal Low:

A. trite
B. false

41
is. to

n order' to reauce the vaporization of pesticides, you should apply them in.the coo/ part Of the day.

mi

A. true
B. false

I., Farm produce coming to market should have no pesticide residue on or in it.

A. true
B. false

4. Tolerance levels are given in parts per million.

A.true
B. false

5. Pesticides should be mixed and loaded out of doors in daylight.

A. true
B. false

6. Pesticide containers can be reused to store other chemicals, but only if tiiey have been thoroughly cleaned.

A. true
B. false

7. When niixing pesticides, yoti should work alone so as to reduce the chance of an \acciclent.

A.v 'tette
B. false

. 8. One good way to clean up a Osticide spill is by soaking the pesticide up in sawdust or soil' and shoveling it into
leakproof containers.

A. true
B. false

9. Pesticide drift can be reduced by reducing sprayer pressure.

A. true
B. false
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10. Erniity pthitititiie containers Can be disposed of by burying.

11. Small nu'rnbers of paper pesticide coritainers may be burped if local regulations allow it.

A. true .
B. ". false

c.

12. If a spill occurs on a public street or

.'t A. true 4.

., false'

road,.you shotliil contact the local authorities before doing anything else.
z,

. -

13. A barn is a good stcirage pl4de for pesticides if the pesticides' have their own ipecialstorage'area.

A. true
. false

1. .4

A swer the following multiple choice questions:

14. If irou have a pesticide left over and cannot reuse it, the excess can be:
.

A. washed ddwn a drain With-a large quantity of water.
B. buried in a hole at least 18 inches deep.
C. placed in a special landfill area.
D. taken to the* local dump.

15. Restriaed use pesticides can only be legally used by:

A. 'certified applicetors.
B. private applicators.
C. commercial applicators.
D. Any of these.

16. The safest place to transport pesticides is in the back of a:

A. pickup truck.
B. paneled truck.
C. covered jeep..
D. station wagon.

17. Pesticides should be transported and stored in:

A. a special'.'sealed container.
B. sprayer tanks.
C. the original container.
D. Any of.'these.

18. Which of these isthe' best building material for a pestici torige building?,

A. wood and shingle.
B. plywood.
C. sheet metel.
D. brick.

7-24
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. If strong #inds come up during pesticide apPlicaticm:

-A. stop immediately.
B. finish the job,,but at a slower pace.
C. finish the p3b, but at a lower sprayer presture.
.D. continue the application unless iltift 5ecornes a preiblem.

20. Match the following:

A. Tolerance
B. Persistent pesticide

4Nccumulativp pesticide
D. Residue '
E. EPA
F. pfint
G. Label.

H. Drift
. Target

. Long-lived pesticide.

. -Area or pett to be treatedjor.

. Pesticide'That Can build-up inside the bqdy.
First sburce of' information -on pestiCide restrictidns,

'treatment, dates fcir treatment before harvest; etc.
5. Mqvement of,clust or sptay on air currents.
6. Yesticide lekon produce. ,

7. Measure of pesticide residue orrprodlice.
& Safe leval of radue on produce.

Agency that sets tolerance levels.

Fill in the blanks: °

21. Soine ways pesticides can move out of a target area are: ,

A. they can inhot weather.
B. they can be eroded along with particles.

C. they %an leach through the soil into ground

quantities for

22. A pesticide storage building should:

A. have a floor.
B.' be built from proof materials.

C. have a on the door. .

D. be well , and well ventilated.
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CHAPTER 1

PES16 AND PEST CONTROwL

ANSWER. KEY.

PRE AND POST TESTS

1. A

2., A

-3. B

A

5. B

6. A

7. A

8.

9. B

.10. A

11. A

12. B

13. A'

14. D

15. D

a

17.

18. -A. 1

B. 4
C. 2

D. 3

19. A.. 1

,B, 2
C: 3
D. 4

A. -insect or disease
B. manure ,

C. crop
D. .plowing
E. enemies .,..

six (6)

th'ree (3)

weed

eight (8)

21.

22.

23.

24.

25 _falL



.>

ay

nas.

,$;



1. A

2. A

3. B
..:

4. A

5. 4

6. B

.7. A

8/ A/
/ 9. B

.10. A

11. B

12. D

D

14. A .

15. C

16. B

CHAPTER 2

PESTICIDES

ANSWER KEY

PRE AND POST TEiTS

a,

164

4

18.

19. A

20. C

21. A. 4

B. 3

C. 8
D. 6

E. 7

F. 2

G. 1

H. 5

22. A. 8
B. 9

C. 3
D. 6
E. 2
F. 4

G. 7

H. 5

I. 1

23. active, inert.



e.

CHAPTER 3

LABELS AND, LABELING

4
ANSWER KEY

PRE AND POST TESTS

1. B..te
2. DEPESTO

Pestoff
Tri-Alicylic acid
One gallon
A-2 Chemicals, Town, State

3. D

4. A

5. A

6. A. 3

B.

C.

7. D

8. Whenl't is safe to reenter a treatea'arlea without protective clothing.

9. A

10. B

13. Burying'in a safe place
Agricultural pest control applicators
Restricted use
Federal o

1 6

'16
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

ANSWER KEY

PRE AND POST TESTS

1 .. 13.. ,A

2. B 14. 13_

3. A 15. C

4. A 16. A. 5

B. 4
5.. ., B

C. 2

6. A D. 1

E. 7
7. B F. ,6

G. 3
8. B

A., 4
9. C

_17.

13. 5

10. D C. 1

D. 2
11. B E. 6

12. C
F. 3,

G. 7

Nal

0
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CHAPTER 5

USE AND MAINTENANCE OF PESTICIOE
APPLIOATION EQUIPMENT- N.

ANSWER KEY

PRE AND POST TESTS

B 10: B

2.. B C

3. B 12. A.
4. A 13. D

5. A 14. B

6. A 15. 8

257. D ,

50
8. C.

16. 5

9. C 10

20

.



CHAPTER 6

USING PESTICIDES SAFELY

ANSWER KEY

PRE AND POST ThTS

1. A

2. B

3.

4, A

5. B

6.

7. B

8.

9. D

10. . C

11. B

k '

168

12. C

13. B

14. C

15. D

16. B

17. B

18. A

' 19. C

20. label

21. 12 hours

L



CHAFiTER-7

THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE LAW

ANSWER KEY

PRE AND POST TESTS

1. A

2. A

3. B

4. A

5. A

6. B

4 7. B

8. A

9. A

10. A

11. A

12. A

13. B

14. C

15. A

lt
16. A * IfW its
17. C

Ir

18. 0

19. A

20. A.
B.

C. 3
D. 6

' E. 9
F. 7

G. 4

H. 5

I. 2

21. A. vaps)r

B. soil
C. water:

J.

4 4

to, E, 8, GOVERNMENT PI TING 'WEIS.
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